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The preliminary 1970 census count reported the American Indian 
population for the nation, including Alaska, to be 827,091. This is an 
increase of approximately 33 percent from the 1960 census report of 
551,669. This rate of increase is more than that of the total United 
States non-Indian population. The Indian population is comparatively 
, 'young, with the median age of rural Indians in 1960 reported at 17. 7 
years as compared with 27.3 for the total United States rural population. 
More than 60 percent of rural Indians were under 25 as compared to 48 
percent for the total (Trim~le, 1972). 
The 1960 census on educat~onal attainment reported that 14 percent 
of rural American Indians received no formal schooling at all as com-
pared to only 2 percent of the total rural population. Only one-third 
of the nation's Indians had.attended high school as compared to 45 per-
cent of the total rural population. About 20 percent of the total 
Indian population was enrolled in school in 1970, with 68.4 percent 
enrolled in public schools, 25.8 percent attending federal schools, and 
5.8 percent attending mission and other schools. 
American Indians living in Oklahoma have increased from 64,689 in 
1960 to 97,731 in 1970 (Trimble, 1972). This increase results in Okla-
homa be~oming the number one state in the nation in Indian population. 
Oklahoma is ranked sixth nationally in percentage of Indian population 
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to total state population. However, Oklahoma is one of the few states 
with no Indian reservations as such. The employment of Ind,ian people· 
in Oklahoma.reflects their educational and social handicap. In Oklahoma 
in 1960, of all Indians 14 years old and over, only 36 percent were · 
attached to the civilian labor .. force as compared .to 49. 6 percent for 
the remaining population and 49.3 percent for all races combined (Hunter 
and Tucker, 1966). This situa~ion results in Indians having smaller 
incomes. Oklahoma.' s total population in. 1959 had average earnings ·of 
$2, 145 while Indian resident.s averaged $1, 212. Both, of these . figures 
for Oklahoma were below that of the nation's total which was $2,798 and 
$1,348 respectively. Educators of vocational and technical programs 
have indicated renewed interest in occupational training for Indian 
students and Indian leaders realize that the best opportunity for attain.., 
ing the. economic• penefits they desire for their people .. is through educa-
tion and training. They also realize that vocational and technical 
programs are currently .more .nearly job oriented with increased emphasis 
on job opportunities :in the local communities. 
The increased interest on.the part of vocational aIJ.d technical 
educators to serve American Indian. students. is not sufficient,. however, 
to ensure that more Indian people becqme involved in vocational and 
technical education .in·Oklahoma. 
American Indian. students in Oklahoma in the past have not enrolled 
in great numbers in vocational and technical programs and the dropout' 
rates have been excessive (Trimble, 1972). The National Study of Amer-
ican·Indian EducatiOn conducted by Robert'Havighurst (1970) found that 
the prc;>blems result in part from the cultural and socio-economic differ-
ences of non-Indian teachers with those of their Indian students. 
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The expertise necessary for vocational and technical educators to 
motivate and attract American Indian students carries with it an inherent 
requitement of ·an understanding of the students' cultural background, 
value systems, goals, and needs. 
Statement,of the Prcibleni 
The American Indian.student has had difficulty in adjust.fng to a 
changing soc:!.ety.and culture. His adjustment ·is made diffi.cult because 
of his. environmental and, cultural heritage which sometimes is in con-
flict; with the dominant environment ·and culture, 
The .vocational and technical educator who is unaware o.f . the adjust;-
ment problems fac.ed by the Indian student may inadvertedly contribute to 
the student's difficulty in succeeding in a multi.;..cultural environ~t . 
. Many efforts, . including conferences, workshops, and seminars, have:,been 
directed toward the solution of these problems. 
One of the major concerns in planning, developing, and conducting 
projects and programs relative to improving American Indian education 
relates to the evaluation .of the effectiveness of such .efforts and is 
the specific problem witj:l. which this study is ·concerned. 
Purpose of the Study 
The·purpose of this study was to assess the effectiveness of an 
in-service education program designed to sensitize selected Oklahoma 
vocational and technical educators to the problems of American Indian 
students.· This program was conc;lucted by the Oklahoma State Department·. 
of .Vocational and Technical Education during the period June, 1971 
through May,· 1972, under the sponsorship of the United States Department 
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of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education, Bureau of 
Educational Personnel Development of the Vocational Education Training 
Branch (EPDA), 
A description of the.in--service program is given in the following 
section. 
Description of the In-Service Program 
The in"".'service program, entitled "Sensitizing Vocational-Technical 
Professional Personnel to the Characteristics and Goals of the American 
Indian," was directed by Mr. Arch B. Alexander, Deputy State Director of 
the Oklahoma State Department of Vocational and Technical Education.· 
The associate program director was Dr. William W. Stevenson, Assistant· 
State Director of the Oklahoma State Department of Vocational and Tech-
nical Education and Head of the Division of Research, Planning,.and 
Evaluation. The investigator, a research specialist in the Division of 
' t?i 
Research, Planning, and Evaluat.ion of the Oklahoma State Department of 
Vocational and Techntcal Educa~ion, served as assistant program director. 
The in~service program was divided in two phases. The.first phase 
was the two-week workshop conducted June 28 through July 10, 1971. The 
se~ond phase involved personal follow-up visits with each of the work-
shop pariicipants at their home schools during the 1971-72 academic 
school year by the ,assistant program director. 
The participants ·in the two-week workshop includ.ed vocational and 
technical instructors and administrators from public high schools and 
area vocational-technical schools in Oklahoma. The criterion for partic-
ipant selecti<;m was based on the percentage of American Indian student 
enrollment~ In order for a participant to be selected, at least ten 
5 
percent expected Indian student enrollment must exist in his program for 
the 1971-72 academic school year. 
Fifty-one applications were received, formal and informal (telephone 
calls, etc.). Forty-five applicants met the criteria for selection with 
forty applicants being chosen as participants. 
The primary objective of the program was to provide professional 
vocational and technical personnel with a greater understanding of the 
American Indian in Oklahoma--his needs, ambitions, goals, and history. 
The desired end products of the program were: 
1. Increased enrollment of American Indian students in vocational 
and technical programs in Oklahoina. 
2. Greater holding power of vocational and technical programs for 
the American Indian student in Oklahoma. 
3. The presentation of course material by vocational and technical 
educators in a manner that has a positive relationship to the 
American Indian student's educational, social, and economic 
environment. 
4. Greater involvement of the American Indian communities in the 
planning and evaluation of vocational and technical programs in 
Oklahoma. 
The strategies utilized in an attempt to accomplish the main objec-
tive were as follows: (1) American Indians were included in all plan-
ning phases of the workshop, (2) American Indians were utilized as 
consultants and speakers during the two-week workshop, (3) other per-
sonnel known to be successful in working with American Indians were 
utilized in the planning phases of the project, and (4) personnel known 
to be successful in working with American Indians were utilized as 
consultants and speakers during the two-week workshop. The names and 
titles of speakers.and consultants are included in Appendix A. 
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The two-week workshop was conducted at the Great Plains Area 
Vocational-Technical School in Lawton, Oklahoma. Seven hours of presen-
tation including discussion and dialogue between the participants, .con-
sultants, and other resource. personnel were utilized each day. Films 
and visits to American Indian museums and other points of significance 
were also included. 
Miss Oklahoma of 1971, Miss Susan Supernaw, was the first speaker 
to begin the workshop on June 28. Her presentation was entitled 
"Opportunities for Success." She discussed the general social relation-
ships in the integrated classroom between the teacher and the American 
Indian student. 
Miss Sheila Alexander's presentation was entitled "So You Have an 
Indian in Your Classroom." Miss Alexander's presentationwas very 
effective in challenging the participants to review their attitudes 
concerning American Indian students.. Miss Alexander also stressed the 
importance of the participants' knowledge of the background and culture 
of the Indian student as it relates to the solutions of the educational 
problems being dealt with during the workshop. 
Mr. Dick Swift, American Indian Education Specialist, Carnegie, 
Oklahoma, presented the history of the Plains Indian. Specifically, 
the history of the Comanche, Apache, Cheyenne, and Arapaho were pre-
sented in greater detail because of the prevalence of these Indian 
tribes in the school systems in the western half of Oklahoma. 
After a brief introduction to the background of American Indians 
of western Oklahoma, the participants visited "Indian City" in Anadarko, 
Oklahoma. The participants were directed and assisted in their tour 
by Mrs. Thedis Mitchell, a Wichita Indian who had been raised in the 
Anadarko, Oklahoma, area. 
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The participants attended a presentation by the Director of the 
Southern Plains Indian Museum and Crafts Center in Anadarko on the impor-
tance of the Arts and Crafts Industry in the American Indian community. 
A tour of the museum followed the presentation. 
Visits to Anadarko included Sequoyah Mills, an employer of American 
Indians in that area, and a visit to Riverside Indian School. 
On Wednesday, June 30y several American Indian students from the 
surrounding area of Lawton, which included students from the Fort Sill 
Indian School, formed reaction panels for group interaction with the 
participants-. The participants were divided into groups of ten and 
the students.' reaction panels were rotated between groups in an attempt 
to maximize personal interaction between participant and student. 
Dr. Muriel Wright, authoress of the book, A Guide to the Indian 
Tribes of Oklahoma, presented the history of the five civilized tribes. 
Dr. Wright, with the Oklahoma Historical Society, is the editor of the 
Chronicle and has been chosen the outstanding American Indian woman of 
the 2Qth century. 
Mr. Rudy Clements, the director of the Northwest Area Manpower 
Institute for Development ·Of Staff in Seattle, Washington, presented 
his views on American Indian life styles. Mr. Clements, a Warm Springs 
Indian, also has had several years experience working on the Navajo 
reservation in Arizona. 
Mr. Hank Jacobs, Special Assistant and Coordinator of Industrial 
and Techni.cal Services for the Oklahoma State Department 'of Vocational 
and Technical Education, discussed the results of an American. Indian 
training and relocation project in Medera, California. Mr. Jacobs was 
the director of the project operated by Philco-Ford through a training 
contract with the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Mr. Jacobs also presented 
a film concerning the Medera project entitled "The Big Chance." 
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A tour of the Great Plains Museum in Lawton included a presentation 
by Mrs. William Bradley, granddaughter of Quannah Parker, last chief of 
the Comanche, about the life styles of the Comanche Indian. 
Two vocational and technical educators.from the Southern Oklahoma 
Area Vocational and Technical School in Ardmore, Oklahoma, Mr. Cleo Dupy 
and Mrs. Geraldine Tote gave presentations on American Indian students 
in vocational education at the post-secondary level. 
Mr. Howard Walkingstick, Assistant Supervisor for Children Ser-
vices for Social and Rehabilitative Services, Oklahoma City,. discussed 
the social environment of American Indian students as it affects- their 
success in public education. 
The first week of the workshop was designed to give the partici-
pants a knowledge and appreciation of the environmental and cultural 
background of American Indian students in Oklahoma. 
The underlying training goal for the second week of the workshop 
was the development of workable concrete solutions for attainment of 
the program objectives. 
Dr. Don Mitchell, Professor from Southwestern State College and 
experienced in.American Indian educat:i.on, discussed appropriate teach-
ing methods for Indian students in vocational and technical education. 
To accomplish the training goal, the participants were divided into 
four task force groups. They were assisted by four consultants who 
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rotated between the task force' groups. The consultants included Dr. Don 
Mitchell; Mr. Bob Randolph, Academic Head, Fort Sill Indian School, 
Lawton, Oklahoma; Miss Jan Hall, Educational Specialist for Area Man-
power Institute for Development of Staff, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; and 
Mr. Don Bluejacket, Consultant for American Indian Education to the 
Oklahoma-State Department of Vocational and Technical Education. 
Additional formal presentations were made by staff personnel from 
the Area Manpower Institute for Development of Staff, Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma. The formal presentation of group reports by task force 
leaders was completed on the.last day of the workshop. 
The· workshop was concluded by Mr • Charles Holleyman, : .former super-
intendent .of ·schools in Mustang, Oklahoma, who delivered a stirring 
address entitled "The Improvement of Vocational Education for Indian stu-
dents." Mr. Holleyman., a Cherokee Indian and a recognized educational 
leader in Oklahoma, challenged the participants to attain the objectives 
of the program. 
The second phase of the program was conducted during the 1971-72 
academic.school year. Personal visits with each participant at the 
participant's home school were conducted by the investigator. The 
purpose. of the visits was to assist in the implementation o.f participant 
activities established during 1 phase one of the program. The characteris-
tics of the visits, included personal interviews with participants, dis-
cussions with American Indian students in participant's programs, and 
the completion of instruments designed to assess the extent to which the 
program objectives were being accomplished. 
The personal follow-up visits with participants began during August, 
1971, and were concluded at the end of May, 1972. 
Research Questions 
The purpose of this.study wa.s to assess the effectiveness of an 
in-,.service education program designed to sensitize selected Oklahoma 
vocational and technical educators to the problems of American Ind.ian 
students. Four.questions were formulated for consideration in this 
study. 
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Question One: Was there a change in verba:1- decisions relative to 
problems of American Indian .students by: 
a. Participants during the two-week summer workshop? 
b~ Participants and selected non-participants (from the same 
schools) during .the 1971-72 academic school year? 
c. Participants and non-participants (from different schools) 
during the 1971~72 academic school year? 
Question Two: Was there an increase in the number of American 
Indian students enrolled in selected vocational and technical programs 
during the.1971-72 academic school year over the number enrolled in the 
same programs during the 1970-71 academic school year? 
Question Three: Was there.a decrease in the number of American 
Indian student dropouts in selected vocational and technical programs 
during the 1971-72 academic school year from the number of dropouts 
reported during the 1970-71·academic school year? 
Question Four: To what extent have the in-service participants 
engaged in activities consistent with the recommendations that were 
formulated during the two-week workshop. 
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Scope of the Study 
This study was limited to vocational and technical educators who 
participate-a during the summer workshop and the 1971-72 · academic school 
year. 
Assumptions· 
Design of tlie study was based on the assumption that the selected 
educators provided accurate information. An additional assumption 
relates to-the scaling (A-E) of the decis.ion alternatives on the 
Classroom Integration Inventory~ - It was assumed that decision alterna-
tives for each item ranged from most desirable (A) to least desirable 
(E). 
Definiti,on .of Terms 
In-service teacher education - Those activities on the part of 
educational faculties "which contribute to the professional growth of 
the teacher and the impr0vement of instructional programs" (Brooks, 
1963). 
Student dropouts - Those students who withdraw from a vocational-
technical program of study and do not reenter an educational institution. 
Vocational and technic_al educators - Teachers, counselors, and 
administrators of vocational and technical programs in the public 
school systems of Oklahoma at the secondary or post-secondary level. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
This chapter ·contains a review of the.literature relative to the 
assessment of selected effects of an in-..service .teacher education pro-
gram for vocational and technical educators of American.Indian students 
in.an integrated.educational environment. For ease of presentation, 
this chapter ,is presented in the following order: (1) the rationale 
which. provided the framework for the design of the in-,.service program, 
(2) a· survey of ass·essment techniques for in-service teacher education 
programs, and (3) a sununary. 
This review deals with sele_ctive studies whose results bring into 
focus what seems to be some of·the most educationally significant fac-
tors important to the assessment of an in-service program for voca-
tional and techni.cal educators of American Indian students in an 
integrat_ed educational environment. 
The Rationale 
A study conducted by George Kneller (1965), an antropologist., 
found that the typ;i.cal ~erican school is permeated with middle class 
white values, -This value system or C\.llture e~pects students to be 
pol;i.te, . to .follow conventions,. and to respect other people's property. 
The educational system encourages. hard work, sportsmanship, and, above 
all, ambition. He noted that• to all thes-e values· the middle class white 
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stud.ent is already accustomed. His teachers, members of the middle 
clas.s themselves, reac:t to him with understanding .and appreciation. To 
the minority stud,ent, howeveT, many of these values ·are alien •. He does 
not consider. hims.elf. a _part. of ·the school becaus.e the values of the 
·l 
school syst~m ,are .not his. The results of the study ind,icate. that in. 
order for educa_tors to .surmount the cultural differences tliat hinder 
effective conununicatfon, they must study.the cultures in which the stu-
dents ·a.re real;'ed. 
Havighurst (1962) in the study, Growing .!!.E. in.River City, .concluded 
that; talented minoritt st\,\dents rarely do so well in school as middle 
class.students of equal or even lesser ability, and.some of them drop 
out even when they are int.eLLectually _capable of cont;inuing. He found 
that fo-r every high school dropout. from the upper and upper-middle class 
there were about 32 fromthe lower.and lower-lower classes including a 
significant proportion of minority students. 
A study involving Pla!ns. Indians by Dtto Klineberg (1935) reported 
that procedures of. the school may .violate the canons .to which the s.t:u-
dent is ac.customed,. He discovered that some students had failed in the 
Indian s,chools because they would not act competitively 'in ,the way their 
white teachers wan·ted them to. Each. student was .eJ!;pected. to recite 
publicly and be ,praised for his display ,of knowledge, but none did so. 
because in their value system this was "felt to be boastfUl and a 
public showing of one's kins.man .• " · 
Probably the most comprehensive study of Indian education reported. 
in the lit.e_rature was conducted by llav:ighurst (1970). The study 
attempted to evaluate the present situation relative to American Indian 
educ:ation. Havighurst stat.es that: . 
... 7he major ~urpose of .the N~onal Study. of American · 
Indian Educ..at1.on was to look at the educatl.on of Indian 
children and youth tht:e>ugh the eyes of the people most · · 
involved· in. the process--students., parents, local 
community ,leaders, and teachers. 
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The sample of the communities to be surveyed was ,sele.cted on the basis 
of socio-economic and geographic representatiot1, Havighurst felt .it 
wa$ most· useful to. study a more limitec:1 number of schools and .. commun-
ities rather intensively than to make a superficial study.of ,a random 
sample of scho.ols. 
~' 
Whet1 the participant communities had been chosen,. a team of 
researchers was sent to live 'and work in the community for several 
weeks. The · research team · obs.erved, interviewed, and · adminis ten~d 
questionna:l.res. In· most cases, the .research team was rounded out. by 
a small group of .local persons who interviewed parents. The interviews 
with students,, teachers, and community leaders were. generally made by 
members of the visiting .research.team, tliough a·few interviews with 
students were also made by .local persons. 
Foul;'. dimensions were used in gatheriµg information from local 
teachers. These dimensions wer.e :· (1) teachers' experience and knowl-
edge of .the local comm1.,mity, (2) teachers' degree of understanding .of 
and sympathy for the problems of local Indian people, (3) attitude 
toward assimilation vers·us maintaining a separate Indikn c~lture, and · 
(4) teac;hers' attitudes toward teaching Indian children. 
Even though the results of the teachers were positive on all.dimen-
sions, Havighurst states: 
•.• there is a .difference betwe·en what we say we .beUeve and 
our aci;:ual behavior, and it may be that the teachers of 
Indian children a]:'.e more "enlightened" in their verbal atti-
tu'des than in their actual classroom and community behavior. 
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The recommendations, as a result of the study, relative to teachers 
of American Indian .students included the following statements: 
1. It might be possible in several states for the. State Depa.rtment 
of Publ.ic Instruction to work out an arrangement with. one or 
more of the state colleges or universities to recru.it teachers 
for schools with large Indian enrollments, to provide in-service 
training for them, .and possibly to give them some advisory ser-
vice during the school year .unless the State Department is . 
staffed for that function. 
2. Teacher education programs should include, in addition to tra-
ditional academic skills, ebuation in cultural awareness and 
I\ 
techniques for learning the specific conditions of the commun-
ity in which one will be working. 
3. Opportunity for educational experience and tra~ning away from 
the scho.ol should be ·encouraged, but greater attention should 
be given to providing continuing in-service education and 
educational support to teachers while they are at work in the 
local community. 
4. For teachers with large numbers of Indian students there might 
be created a role of Indian Education Specialist in school 
systems with 200 or more Indian pupils. Such a person.might 
offer an in.-se·rvice training program fo.r classroom teachers 
who have Indian studentei and might work out cooperative pro-
grams between the school system and local Indian centers or 
other Indian organizations. 
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5. The school principal or the administrator must take major 
responsibility fQr seeking out new teachers and helping to pro-
vide in-service training for them and for other staff members. 
Assessment Techniques 
The self-perception theory.of Daryl Bern (1970) appears to have a 
relationship to this study. His theory predicts that atdt.udes follow 
behavior. Bern states that Leon Festinger's theory of cognitive disso-
nance is also important to the hypothesis that behavior causes attitudes 
because it is the only consistency theory which deal.s explicitly with 
the consistencies and inconsistencies between an individual's behavior 
and his beliefs or attitudes. Most of the recent experimental evidence 
which supports this hypothesis has come from the testing of Festinger's 
theory. 
Lieberman. (1956) conducted one of the first studies which confirmed 
the cause-and...;.effect sequence of attitudinal change resulting from role 
change. His study involved the comparison of attitude changes that 
occurred among labor union workers who were promoted to foremen and 
union stewards before and after the promotion. The longitudinal study 
also included changes in attitude consistent with those of labor union 
workers when the foremen were demoted back to the rank and file labor 
position. 
Another study which confirmed the cause-and-effect relationship 
of behavior and attitude was Pettigrew (1969). 
A study by Raymond Johnson (1969) attempted to identify an evalua-
tion system which wou.ld be effective in evaluating teacher training pro-
grams at a minimal cost. The research design involved a pre-test, 
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mid-test, and post-test. The subjects in the study were randomly 
., 
assigned to the control group and the experimental group. No significant 
differences were found between the pre-test and the post-test although 
the mid-test was quite different from either the pre-test or post-test. 
Other studies reviewed that attempted to assess changes in verbal 
behavior as a result of an· in-service treatment included Adenika (1970), 
Baty (1970), Skrocki (1970), and McFarland (1970). Each of these 
studies found no statistically significant differences between the 
experimental group and the control group. 
A study by Adams (1970) attempted to assess· changes in classroom 
teacher behavior and.involved the Flanders Interaction Analysis proce-
dure which includes ratings on the classroom behavior of teachers such 
as (l) accepts feeling, (2) praises or encourages, (3) accepts or uses 
ideas of students, (4) asks questions, (5) lecturing, (6) giving 
directions, (7) criticizing or justifying authority, (8) student-talk 
response, (9) stident-talk irtitiation, and (10) silence or confusion. 
Adams found statistically significant differences between the experi-
mental groups and the control groups. 
Summary 
An attempt was made in this chapter to indicate the relationship of 
completed studies to this investigation through the rationale, theoreti-
cal framework from which the assessment techniques were developed, and 
other studies which utilized at least one aspect of teacher.behavior. 
From a review of several studies, it appeared that in-service 
teacher education programs have typically been evaluated on the basis 
of a single aspect .of teacher behavior. No study was reviewed that 
investigated both verbal and overt behavior that could be related to 




The major purpose of this study was to assess the effectiveness of 
an in-service education program designed to sensitize selected Oklahoma 
vocational and technical educa.tors to the problems bf American Indian 
students. 
This chapter will be devoted .to reporting the methodology.used in 
attempting to accomplish the purpose of ,this study and will be divid'ed 
irttc:> the following sections: (1) Sample, ,(2) Instrumentation, .(3) Dat;a 
Collection, and (4) Statistical Treatment. 
Sample· 
Subjects ·employed in this study were selected from a population 
using the following criteria: 
1. They must be employed as vocational and technical educators in 
a public high school or .an a.rea vocationabtechnical school. 
2. Their program mu.st have an, expected enrollment percentage of 
at least 10 percent Indian for the 1971-72 academic school 
year according to a.state-wide report J)repared by the Research, 
Planning, and Evaluation Division of the Oklahoma State Depart-
ment of Vocational and Technical Education. 
3. The partic;t.pants in the two-week summer work.shop must have been 
involved in both weeks of the workshop. 
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4. The participants m1.,1st have agreed to· participate in the. follow-
up phase of the program for the 1971-72 academic schooL year. 
5. The non-participants from the same school as the participants 
must.be vocational and technical teachers. 
6. The non-participants from different schools must be vocational 
and technical teachers with no representation from t.heir school 
system in the program as participants. 
In addition to the criteria. stated above, the vocational and tech-
nical educators who were program participants expressed an interest in 
the program by completing a formal application for admission to the 
in-service program. They received a stipend of $75.00 per week for two 
weeks and travel allowance to and from their home.for one trip at the 
rate of $.09 per mile. They paid all. other expenses such as meals, lodg-
ing and incidental expenses. In some cases, more than one.vocational 
and technical educator from a single school system was selected as a 
program participant., . Appendix .B contains a listing of the schools and 
the programs fromwhich the participants were employed. 
The non~participa11,ts from the-same schools were vocational .and 
technical teachers in at least secondary vocational programs and 
received no stipend or expense payments. They were chosen because they 
were employed in the same school system as the program participants·in 
an effort to af?ses.s the environmental influence which might act to 
affect the verbal deci:sions of vocational educators. 
The non~participants from different schools were chosen at random. 
The select~on process involved placing a number on a piece.of paper for 
each school which had an expected enrollment of 10 percent in a box and 
selecting a number. In the event a school was selected which was a 
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participant school, th,e number was .replac,ed in the box .and.a new choice 
made. A total of 29 voca:ti.onal arid· technical teachers were. chosen in 
the sample: Appendix C 'Contains a listing of the schools-.and vocational 
and technical programs which .comp.rised the. secotld ·control group. 
Instrumentation ·. 
The in-service program involv:ed·a two-week workshop during the sum-
mer of 1971 and personal ·follow-up visits with eacl1 particip.ant. at his 
home school. during. the. 1971-72 academic. school year. Several· research 
instrumen;s were deemed to be most-practical for obtaining the relevant 
data. 
Verbal Decisions 
The first step in this investigation was to identify an instrument. 
that would accurately measure verbal decisions which would be consis-
tent with.the in-service p~ogram objectives. A review of the litera-
tu;e revealed that an appropriate standardized test was not available. 
Discussions with Dr. Donald S. Phillips and Dr •. Harry Brobst resulted 
in _the identification of "The Classrool:ll Integration Inventory .II This 
inetrument was developed by Naqer in a similar in-service program .. for 
teachers of ·Indian students. in an, integrated environment which wae 
held at Arizona State Univer.si'ty .(Roessel, 1960). The purpose of .the 
instrument is to check decisions made by educators who deal with ~meri-
can Indian students in the integrat_ed public classroom~ 
"The Classroom, Integration Invent.cry'.' consists of 36 situations 
which involve .American .. Indian, students. The respondent was asked· to 
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make a decision as to what action he would take given five alternat;ives. 
The instructions forcompletion of the instrument follow: 
Instructions. 
An example of a. situation from tlie __ instrument with · 
the instruct:icms. for making a decis.ion relative to. the 
si tuatio1;1 follows •. 
Tea.che·rs are alwaY,s faced with a _wid'e variety' .of. prob.,-· 
lems · arising from the different types of students .. involved 
in the classroom. Sometimes-Indian students are included 
in· this situa1:ion. 
on: the . following pages . you will find brief ,descriptions .. 
of the behavior and .problems involved with these Indian 
stud-en.ts'. In e,ach case you are to indicate how you would 
prefer to handle the situat:ion if the decisions were entirely 
up to you~·. Read each item and mark your decisio.n with the 
corresponding letter as follows: 
A. If 'YOU feel you could handle such an Indian stu-·. 
dent in your regular _classroom. ' 
B. If -you feel you could handle such an Indian stu-
dent in your regular _classroom provided advice 
from a-specialist or consultant 'was occasionally 
made available to you when you felt·a need for 
such a.id in dealing with some problem. 
C. If ·you feel you could handle such an Indian stu-
dent in your regµlar class.room provided theI'e was 
a full-time specialist available at your school 
who could provide supplementary training for the 
stud.ent and -frequent consultat:i,on fo-r you. 
D. If ,you feel that: such an. Indian student would 
benefit most by .being assigned to a special class 
or school. 
E. If· you feel that 'such an Indian student cannot be 
handled properly within the regular _or special 
classroom. 
An example of a situation .cited appears bel·ow. 
22. Betty cannot follow directions that are given 
clearly to the whole class; but she never asks 
questibns ·about the directions when she has the 
·opportunity •. 
A complete copy of the instrument is incluc;led in. Appendix D. 
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The 3.6 situations relate to decisions concerning 12 characteristics 
which sometiP1es are stereotyped about American Indian students. The 
instrument was designed in sucb a way that three situations randomly 
distributed relate. to a given cha.racteristic. A description of these 
characteristics is located in Table I along with the ideritificatibn of 
the 12 clusters and· ,the item number of the situations which relate to 
each chara.ctedstic. 
Student'Enrollment 
The instrument used in securing data relative to the enrollment 
mix (non-Indian and Iridian) of students· izr selected vocational and 
technical programs was.developed after consulta'.fion with Dr. Donalds. 
Phillips, Professor and Head, Technical Education, Oklahoma State Uni-
versity. The number of non-Indian and Indian students by.classifica-
tion of freshman, sophomore, junior, and senior for the academic school 
year.s 1970-71 and 1971-72 was included. Appendix E contains a copy of 
the instrument. 
Student Dropouts 
The, -instrument used to ·secure data.relative to numbers of dropouts 
of non-Indian and Indian.students in selected vocational and technical 
pr.ograms was designed at -the ·same time as the one for enrollment. For 
convenience· they were included on the same. form. Append-ix E mentioned 




Cluster Item Number Characteristic 
A. 2-12-17 Decisions toward cleanliness 
B. 5-16-22 Decisions toward lack of 
understanding directions 
c. 4..:..28-36 Deci.sions toward shyness 
D. 3-,26-32 Dec:i,sd.ons toward aggressiveness 
E. 1-19-25 Decisions toward "To.o stupid 
to learn" 
F. 7-13..;..29 Decisions toward "Draws all th~ 
time" 
G. 6-14-18 Decisions toward.superiority 
attitude 
H; 8-30-35• Decisions of "Does .!!£! try" 
I. 9-27-'-33 Decisions .toward language as 
a barrier 
J. 10-21-24 Decisions .toward holding to 
cultural background 
K. 15-20-'"34 Decisiqns toward "l.Q." 
L. 11-23-31 Decisions toward !'Tries hard" 
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Participant Activities 
The instruments developed to assess the participant activities 
indicating the±r increased awa-refte:Ss of .Indian student problems were 
designed f tom task force repor'ts pr·epared during the second week of .the 
work.shop. The participants were divided into four groups to develop 
specific recommendations ·concerning activities which accomplish the 
following goals: 
1. The-modification of vocational and technical.programs .so they· 
are more relevant.and responsive to the American Indian and 
are .consistent with his wants, interests, and needs in order 
to achieve .. his aspir.ed .. goal. 
2. The improvement•of .presentation of·vocational and technical 
instruction in a manner that has a positive relationship to 
the Indian .student's educational, social, and economic environ-
ment. 
3. The implementation or. imprevemen t of a plan that will inv.olve 
the Indian community in the planning and evaluation of voca-
tional· and, teclJ,nica.l programs. 
4. The. development of suggestions and recommendations to.improve 
career information materials for orientation of junior high 
and elementary school age Indiap.s. 
Problems inherent in the attainment of each goal were identified 
along with tqe facts al}d cau,ses. Action steps to achieve. solutions 
relative to each goal were formulated and presented by the.task force 
leaders. The task force reports are included in Appendix F. 
The .data relat.ive to activities were elicited from personal inter-
view schedules developed.· from the task force recommendations. · The 
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interview schedules were revised as~ result of consultations with Mr. 
Arch B. Alexander,. Dr. William W.. Stevenson, · and Dr. Donald S . Phillips • 




A pre-test (Classroom Integration Inventory)' was administered to· 
the-program participants during the first day of. the two-week workshop, 
June is, 1971. 
The post..:.test (test 2) was administered to the program participants 
at the close of .the workshop on July 10, 1971. 
The mid"'."test (test 3) was given to the experimental group (program 
participants) during the.first visit of the follow-up period which 
occurred at the beginning of :the 1971-72 academic school year. During. 
this same·period of time, the control groups (non-participants from the. 
same schools, .and non-participants from different schools) were given 
a pre-test '(test 1). 
The post-postte$t (t~st 4) was administered to the program partici-. 
pants in May at ·the end of :the 1971-72 academic school year. 
The post-"te,st (test 2)was also administered during May to the 
control groups which included the non-participants from the same schools 
and non"""participants from different scp.ools. 
Student Enroll1µent 
The enrollme;n.t data for the 1970-71 academic school year and for 
the 1971-72 scliool.year ·Was collected during the first follow-up visi~ 
to the participants. This data .was .also· collected from both control 
groups during this time. 
Student Dropouts 
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The number of dropouts from the 1970-71 academic .school year was 
collected at .the same time as was the enrellment data from the ,program· 
participants, non.,-participants from the same schools and non-participants 
from different schools. 
Participant Activities 
Twenty-,.five school systems were visited on a . routine basis begin-
ning on August 31, 1971 and continuing through May 23, 1972 . The follow-
up phase involved .individual visits with 35 program participants. The 
visits ranged from forty-five minutes to one and one-.half hours . and 
involved personal interviews, general program and classroom observation . 
and visits with American Indian students. 
Per,sonal interviews were involved with completion of interview 
schedules located in .Appendix .G which provided follow-up data necessary 
for the study. Irtterview schedule A was completed from Octobe 5, 1971 
through November 16, 1971. Interview schedule B was completed from 
March 3, 1972 · through May 26, 1972. Completion of interview schedule B 
also included taping the interview with a magnetic tape .recorder. This 
method was utilizeq in .an effort to formalize the interview because of 
existing informal -personal relationships between interviewer and program 
participant which might . have served to bias the data. This technique 
also provided the facility of more .completely gathering data which could 
be reviewed more fully .at a later date. 
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Statistical Treatment 
The instruments .used in collecting data from program participants 
and non-.participants.were identical. This provided the basis for. com-
paring verbal decision response.s between program participants and non-
participants. The compax-ison of responses between groups.gave basis 
for identifying consensus areas of verbal decisions common to the per-
ception of problems -of American Indian students in an integrated 
environment. 
The vocational and technical educators were asked to respond to 
situations on the Classroom.Integration Inventory.in terms of decisibn 
alternatives described earlier. A number was .assigned to each decision 
alternative (A = .5, B =. 4, C = 3, D .. 2, and E = 1) in order to facili-
tate comparison between groups. 
The data_ from each testing was processed using the "consensus num-
ber method." (Voth, 1967) This method provides the facility to develop 
an index for each situation of .each group (participants, non-participants 
from the same schools,.and non-participants from different schools). 
The index .. is developed by totE!,ling the assigned value for. each situation 
and. dividing by the number in each group responding to the situat;ion to 
derive a situation group mean. 
The consensus index values were then computed by characteristic 
cluster by totaling index values for each situation within a cluster 
and dividing by the number of situations-(3) within the cluster. 
The Kendall Coefficient. of Concordance which yields a. W was chosen 
to me~sure degree of agreement amongverbalcft'j;cisions·of.programpartici-
pants, non .... participants from the same schools, .and non.,..participants from 
different schools. The Kendall Wis used to measure degree of·agreement 
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among a number of (K) independ.eri.t .rankings .and· a. set· of. (N}. individuals 
(Folkers, 1967). The Kendall W yields a correlation coefficient.and a 
chi-square statisticwhichwith its as;sociated degrees offreedom.may 
be tested for sig\lificance, The m,111 hypothesis of the Kendall. 
Coefficient of Concordance states.that the (K) rankings are unrelated • .. ::,· 
The null hypothesis then may be rejected when the computed.chi-square 
value equal.s or exceeds that value shown in a Table of Critical Values 
of Chi-Square for a particular level of significance and a particular 
-~··· 
number of degrees of freedom, (Siegel, 1956), The .05 level of sta't:isti-
cal significance wa.s · used in determining significance in all statistical 
treatments utilized: .The Kendall -Coefficient of Concordance W, the 
related chi-square value of W, and the chi-square test of statistical 
significance. 




N (R, - ER 
J j s =~~~~~~~-
N 
The·term Sis -obtained by finding the.mean of the.stim,,,of-
ranks for .each individual, finding the· deviation for each 
individual sum-of-ranks for this mean, and then summing the 
squares of these deviations.· 
K is the number of rankings (groups). 
N is the number of situations ranked. 
The·term 1/12 [K2(N3 - N)] is the maximum possible sum of 
the squared deviations. 
Rj is the sum of ranks assigned to thejth situa1:ion. 
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Correction for Ties: 
The previous formula for Wis corrected for ties by the ~T term. 
I T 
The tie correction factor is given by: 
(t3, - t) 
12 T = 
Where.tis the nu1p.ber of observations tied for a given rank. 
The E indicates a sum over. all groups of ties within any one 
of· the rankings. The term f T then indicates a sununation of 
the T's calculated fo.r each ranking. 
If N is greater than 7 a test of ,significance of the calculated W 
may be made by use of a chi-square and its associated degrees of free-
dom in conjunction with a Table of Critical Values of Chi-Square. 
The chi-square is calculated as: 
2 X = K (N - l)W 
Where K, N. and Ware the same as above, the degrees of freedom (df) is 
given by: 
df = N - 1 
The chi-square test was utilized to determine if the responses of 
the program participants and the non-participants are different. The 
null hypothesis of the chi-square test is stated as: There isno 
difference between responses of program participants and non-partici-
pants. · Responses consisted of frequencies falling into. discrete 
categories as indicated. The null hypothesis was tested by calculating 
the frequencies by the following formula: 
(Observed Frequencies - Expected Frequencies) 2 
Chi-Square = Expected Frequencies · 
The degrees of freedom are computed as follows: 
Degrees of fr.eedom = (row - 1) (column - 1) 
or: 
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df = (r - l)(c - 1) 
Because of small numbers of responses in some cells, the.cells were 
collapsed to meet. the criteria of chi-square (Siegel, 1956), This 
caused most response frequencies to fall into 2 x 3 and 2 x 2 contin-
gency tal>les. The,2 x 3 tables were computed by the formula on the 
preceding page and the 2 x 2 tables by the formula below: 
N([AD - BC] - N)2 
2 x2 = (A+ B)(C + D)(A + C)(B + D) 
The chi-square test of significance was utilized to determine ij; 
decisions of program participants and non-participants were statistic-
ally significant on each of.the 12 clusters of the test •. Data relative 
to enrollment patt.erns and dropout rates of vocational and- tecnical 
students and activities of program participants were analyzed using 
percentages. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND AN,i\.LYSIS .OF THE DATA· 
The purpose of this chapter is to a~alyze and present data relative. 
to the four research questions ·stat~<l .in Chapter I. The .05 level was 
utilized in determining statistical significance of results obtained by 
calculation of the_Keridall Coefficient'of .Concqrdance, the related chi-
square significance test for the calculated W, and the computed chi-
squa:i;-e values. calculated from decision responses. The null hypothesis 
of the Kendall Coefficient of ·Concordance (W) is that the decisions are 
unrelated. Rejection of the nul.l hypothesis of ·the related chi"':'square 
(X2) value for the calculated W would occur when the computed value of 
the ,statistic. (X2) is greater tha.n the value under the . 05 level of 
significance on a table of critical values of chi-square (Siegel, 1956). 
This. would indicate the the K rankings are related. The null hypothesis 
of the chi"':'square test for statistical significance is stated as: 
"There is no difference between verbal decision responses of the in...'. 
se.rvice program participants and selected non-participants." The rejec-
tion of the.null hypothesis of the cJ::i.i.,;.square test for .statistical sig-
nificance would occur when the value of the statistic is greater than 
the value under the .05 level of significance on a table of critical 
values of chi-square. This would indicate a difference.of decision 
_responses between program participants and selected non-participants. 
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Dat.a relative to the enrollment mix and dropouts of non.,.-Indian and 
Indian students in selected vocational and .technical programs are 
analyzed and presented with frequencies and percentages as were data 
relative to the activities of program participants. 
This chapter is divided into four·sections which provide a 
separate analysis for each research question. Conclusions and recom-
mendations based on these results are presented in Chapter V. 
Data.shown in Table II reflect testing periods and type of test 
given. In all cases, the.instrument used was the "Classroom Integration 
Inveritory.11 Data in the table al.so indicate the number of subjects in 
each group. 
TABLE II 
RESPONDENTS TO THE "CLASSROOM INTEGRATION INVENTORY" 
Non- Non-
Type Participants Participants 
Tes·t of Program Same Different 
Dates Test Participants Schools Schools 
June Pre-Test 35 
July Post-Test 37 
Sept, Mid-Test 29 26 29 
May Post Post-Test 32 22 27 
Research Que.stion. One: Was there a change iri verbal decisions 
relative to problems of American Indian students by: 
a. Participants during the two-week summerworkshop? 
The "Classroom Integration Inventory" was administered on a pre-
test and post-test basis in an attempt to deterinine whether there was 
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a change in verbal decision responses of program participants relative 
to problems of Indian students in integrated vocational and technical 
programs. The instrument contained 36 situations which involved Indian 
students.. These situations comprised the 12 characteristic clusters 
presented in Table III. 
The results shown in the table indicate group mean ratings increased 
after the post-test for all characteristic clusters with the exception 
of "J". The reader, howeve,r, should be aware of the two weeks elapsed 
tipie between the pre-test and the post...:.test. 
b. Participants and selected non-participants (from the 
same schools). duripg the 1971-72 academic school year? 
The data in Tables IV and V reflect a response analysis by decision 
alternatives between program participants and selected nort-participants 
reported by characteristic cluster. The data indicate the number of 
responses by group for each decision alternative within each cluster. 
A cluster analysis reflecting the computed chi-square value of each 
cluster and whether or not it is statistically significant is shown in 
Table VI. As reflected in the table; the degrees of freedom ranged from 
2 to 4. Theresults indicate significant differences between responses 
of program participants and selected non-participants on clusters "A" 
and "I" and no significant difference on the remaining ten clusters. 
The reader should be aware that the instrument was administered to 















PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST RESULTS OF PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS 
ON THE. "CLASSROOM INTEGRATION INVENTORY'' 
Pre- Post-
Test Test 
Items (6/28/71) Problem (7 /10/71) 
2-12-17 4.25 Cleanliness 4o32 
5-16-22 3. 77 Lack of Understand- 3.98 
ing Directions 
4-28-36 3.19 Shyness 4.00 
3-26-32 3. 72 Aggressiveness 3.97 
1-19-25 · 2.76 "Too Stupid to Learn" 3.06 
7-13-29 3.62 "Draws All the Time" 4.17 
6-14-18 4,28 Supe;riority Attitude 4.46 
8-30-35 2.69 "Does Not Try" 3.30 
9-27-33 3. 77 Language as a Barrier 4.37 
10-21-24 2.66 Holds to Cultural 2.65 
Background 
15-20-34 3.27 "I.Q." 3.86 
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CLASSROOM INTEGRATION INVENTORY RESPONSE ANALYSIS AT THE 
BEGINNING OF THE 1971-72 ACADEMIC SCHOOL YEAR 
Non-Participants 
Program Participants (Same Schools) 
N = 35 N = 26 
*Decision Alternatives *Decision Alternative 
Non-Participants 
(Different Schools) 
N = 29 
*Decision Alternatives 
A B c D E A B c D E A B c D 
72 23 3 4 0 40 36 3 1 3 45 37 9 2 
28 43 24 10 0 26 28 15 14 0 14 26 24 23 
39 37 13 13 1 31 28 12 12 1 25 22 18 22 
50 30 18 5. 1 39 27 12 4 1 23 31 21 10 
10 22 13 56 3 9 17 15 42 1 10 11 18 44 
38 42 16 9 0 38 28 9 9 0 21 31 20 15 
70 26 5 2 2 51 24 4 0 5 48 25 8 4 
15 32 20 35 2 8 24 16 33 3 7 11 22 43 
72 24 9 0 0 39 30 6 8 1 34 31 12 8 
6 14 15 65 5 7 7 13 49 8 4 7 12 57 
30 43 22 10 0 27 29 20 8 0 15 35 20 16 
20 34 24 27 0 18 26 12 28 0 15 22 21 29 































CLASSROOM INTEGRATION -INVENTORY RESPONSE ANAL:YSIS AT THE END 
. OF THE 1971-72 ACADEMIC SCHOOL YE~R 
Non-Participants Non-Participants 
Program Participants (Same Schools) (Different S-chaols) 
N = 32 N = 22 N = 27 
*Decision .Alternatives *Decision Alternatives *Decision Altsrnatives .. 
A B c D E A B c D E A B c D 
70 18 3 2 3 38 15 8 3 0 39 31 5 4 
23 39 20 12 0 11 18 18 17 0 16 30 21 14 · 
37 31 18 13 0 12 26 10 16 0 14 33 16 16 
55 27 .12 . 3 2 29 22 6 6 1 27 31 12 10 
13 25 12 44 3 4 10 7 43 0 12 . 10 12 46 
44 30 12 11 0 15 18 12 17 0 17 36 15 12 
65 20 3 6 4 34 17 7 5 1 50 23 5 2 
23 21 21 28 3 5 16 8 33 2 9 17 17 35 
65 18 7 3 1 27 20 12 4 1 33 24 18 5 
6 14 13 57 5 1 5 3 50 5 7 9 11 49 
22 38 18 19 0 13 21 16 13 0 16 31 19 14 
21 33. 10 32 1 11 12 17 23 1 12 25 29 15 






























CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS BY CHARACTERISTIC CLUSTER BETWEEN 
DECISION RESPONSES OF PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS AND 
SELECTED NON-PARTICIPANTS (SAME SCHOOLS) AT 
THE BEGINNING OF THE 1971-72 
ACADEMIC SCHOOL YEAR 
x2 Sig at 
Items Problem Value .05 
2-12-17 Cleanliness 10.19 Yes 
5-16-22 Lack of Understanding 3.08 No 
Directions 
4-28-36 Shyness .33 No 
3-26-32 Aggressiveness .45 No 
1-19...;.25 "Too Stupid to Learn" 1.24 No 
7-13...;.29 "Draws All the ·Time" 2.45 No 
6-14-18 Superiority Attitude • 77 No 
8-30-35 "Does Not Try" 1.64 No 
9-27-33 Language as a Barrier 9.69 Yes 
10-21-24 Holds to Cultural 3.14 No 
Background · 
15-20-34 "I.Q." .80 No 
















once at the end of the .two-week summer workshop. The selec'ted non-
partic;pants experienced the test for the first time wheri it wa:sadminis-
tered at the b egirtning of the . 19 71-72 academic school year. 
The data·in Table VII show the computed chi-square value for each 
characteristic clus:te·r for program participants and .selected non-
participants at the end of the .1971-72 academic school yea:i;:. The null 
hypothesis can be rejected .on 7. of the 12 characteristic .clusters in 
which statistically significant differences were found between· verbal 
decisfon responses· of program participants and select.ed non-participants; 
c. Participants and selected non-participants. (from different -
school1;1) during the 1971-72 academic school year? 
The data reported in Table VIII indicate statistical signifi.cance 
between decision responses of program participants and se+ected non-
participants from different schools on the twelve characteristic clusters 
from the "Class.room Integration Inventory" at the beginning of the 1971-
72 academic school year. A statistically significant difference at the . 
• OS level was found on 8 of the 12 characteristic clusters. 
The data shown in Table IX indicate the ch;i.-square test for statis-
tical significance between the decision responses of participants and 
selected non-parti.cip.ants. at the end. of the 1971-72 academic school 
year. Statistically significant difference ·was found on.6 of the ·12 
characteristic clusters~ Clusters "A", "C", "D", "F", "I", and "L" were 
found to be significant and the null hypothesis can be rejected on these 
clusters. 
Output generated by the computation of the Kendall Coefficient of 
Concordance W indicates positive agreement between.program participants 
and selected non-participants at the end of. the 1971-72 academic s.chool 















CHI-SQUARE ANALY:SIS -;BY CHARACTERISTIC CLUSTER.BETWEEN 
DECISION RESPONSES OF PROGRAM PARTICiPANTS AND · 
SELECTED NON-PARTICIPANTS (SAME- SCHOOLS) AT ' 
THE END OF THE1971-72 ACADEMIC· 
SCHOOL YEAR 
x2 Sig at 
Item Problem Value .05 
2-12-17· Cleanliness 4.93 No 
5-16-22 Lack of Understanding 7.62 No 
Direc dons . 
4-28-36 Shyness 8 .60 . Yes 
3-26-32 Aggressiveness 10.18 Yes 
1-19-"25 "Too Stupid to Learn" 6.21 No 
7-"13"-29 "Draws All the Time" 11.38 Yes· 
6-14-18 Superiority Attitude 7 .32 No 
8-3-0-35 "Does Not Try'' 12.41 Yes 
9-27-33 Language as a Barrier · 9. 56 . Yes 
10-21-24 Holds to Cultural 7.48 Yes 
Bae kg.round 
15-20-34 "I.Q, II 1. 28 . No 





























CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS BY CaARACTERISTIC CLUSTER BETWEEN 
DECISION RESPONSES OF PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS. AND· 
SELECTED NON-PARTICiPANTS (DIFFERENT SCHOOLS) 
AT THE BEGINNING .OF THE 1971-72 
ACADEMIC SCHOOL YEAR · . 
x2 Sig at 
Items Problem Value .05 
2-12-17 Cleanliness 33.52 Yes 
5-16-22 Lack of Understanding 12.86 Yes 
Directions 
4-28-36 Shyness 8 .13 Yes 
3-26-32 Aggressiveness 10.35 Yes 
1-19-25 "Too Stupid to Learn" 4.12 No 
7-13-29 "Draws All the Time" 6.82 Yes 
6-14..:..18 Superiority .Attitude 3.61 No 
8-30-35· "Does Not Try" 13.08 Yes 
9-27-33 Language. as a Barrier 18.91 Yes 
10-21-24 Holds to Cultural 2 .26 No 
Background 
15:-20-34 "I.Q." 6.16 Yes 






























CHI-SQUARE ANALYS.IS BY CHARACTERISTIC CLUSTER BETWEEN 
DECISION RESPONSES. OF PROG!{AM P.AltTTCIPANTS AND. · 














SCliOOLS) AT THE END OF THE 1971-72 








"Too Stupid to Learn" 5.06 
"Draws All the Time" 11. 74 
Superiority .Attitude 1. 73 
"Does Not Try" . 6.39 
Language as a Barrier 15.34 
Holds to Cultural .82 
Background 
"I •. Q." .75 






























0.944056 for W. The statistical significance of this relationship was 
determined by the calculatio.n of the related chi-square· statistic 
(31.15384) which was beyond the .05 level of significance. 
The significance of W may be interpreted as meaning that program 
participants and selected non-partic.ipants applied essentially the same 
standards iri their verbal.decision responses toward, Indian students in 
an integrated classroom environment. 
The data in Table X show the rankings -of characteristic.clusters by 
progratn participants, non-participants (same schools), and non-
participants (different schools) at the end of the 1971-72 academic 
yeat:. A characteristic clus.ter with a consensus index of 5. 00 would 
indicate that all vocational and technical educators within the group 
agr.eed that the situa1;:ions which comprise that particular characteris-
tic cluster could be handled in the regular classroom. A consensus 
index value of 4.00 would indicate perfect _agreement that the problems 
could be handled in the regular classroom with a part-time aide. A con-
sensus index value of l.OOwould indicate that all vocational and tech-
nical educators within the group felt that the problem could not be 
handled in the public school. The consensus index values for each · 
cluster could range froni 5.00 to. 1.00, The KendallCoefficient of Con-
corc;lance, in addition .to providing a.value for Wand its associated chi-
square statistic, generated a rank order by characteristic cluster for 
each group from most desirable to least desirable. The data in the 
table show the comparison of .computed consensus index values ranked by 
groups ·on their perception of how Indian student. problems should be 
handled .in an integrated classroom environment. Five of the problems 
received identical rankings by all groups. 
TABLE.X 
RANKING OF CHARACTERISTIC CLUSTERS BY PARTJ:CIPANTSAND NON-,.PARTICIPANTS 






Item Index. Characteristic 
Cluster -
Item Index Characteristic 














4.53 Language Barrier 
4.40 Superiority Attitude 
4.22 Aggressiveness 
4.10 Draws All the Time 
3.87 Shyness 
3.74 Lack of Understand-, 
ing Directions 









3.44 Tries Hard 11~23~31 
3.32. Does Not Try 8-30-'-35 
2.95 Too Stupid to Learn - 1-19-25 
2.50 Holds to Cultural _ 10,-,21-24 
Background 
4.33 Draws All the Time 
4.32 Cleanliness 
4.28 Superiority Attitude 
4.10 Aggressiveness 
4. 04 Language Barrier 
3.59 Shyness 
3 .46 I.Q. 







Does Not. Try· 
Too Stupid-to.Learn 























4.47 Superiority Attitude 
4.35 Cleanliness 
4.03 Language Barrier 
3.90 Aggressiveness 
3. 70 Draws All the Time 
3.58 I.Q. 








Does No.t Try 
Too Stupid to Learn 




m~search Question Two: Was .there an increase in the number 
of American Indian students enrolled in selected vocational, 
and technical programs .during the 197l-72 academic· school 
year over the number.enrolled.in.the same programs .during 
the 1970-71 academic school year? 
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Data in Table .XI show the number. of vocati.onal and technical pro-
grams which were represented by .selected vocational and technic.al 
teachers participating in the study. .Twenty-seven vocational and te.ch-
nical programs were represented _by program participants. .Twent:y.,,-one. 
programs were represented by non-part.icipants (same· schools) and twenty-. 
seven programs by non-participants (different schools). Fourteen differ-
ent vocational and. technical programs from the service areas were 
represented.in the study. 
Enrollment data: shown in Table XII for non-Indian and Indian stu-
dents ·of.selected program participants was reported by student classi-
fication. Data teflect the number of students enrolled by grade 
classification and academic year. The data represented only .. those 
program participants'whowere vocational and ·technlcal teachers at 
the. secondary or post,-setondary level ·and reflected that over-all em::oll-,. 
ment for·both non-Indian .tnd Indian students was 129 less in 1971-72 
than 1970-71. The over-all Indian student enrollment dec·reased three 
percent in 1971-72 from that of 1970-71. 
Data-in Tables XIII and XIV reflect enrollment figures and per-
centages of non-::Indian and Indian .students in vocational and technical 
programs of non-participants. Data indicate a decre.ase of total enroll-
ment from 1970-71 to 1971-72 of 152 students for non-participants, (same 
schools) as compared to an increase of 180 students in·the non-
participants. (different schools) programs. The Indian student enrollment 
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TABLE XI 
ANALYSIS OF SERVICE AREAS REPRESENTED BY PROGRAM. 
PARTICIPANTS AND SELECTED NON-PARTICIPANTS 
Non- Non-:-
Participants Participants 
Program (Same (Different 
Type of Program Participants Schools) Schools) 
Agriculture 8 6 7 
Automobile Mechanics. 0 0 3 
Busine.ss and Off.ice 1 5 0 
Carpentry. 2 1 0 
Gosmetology• 2 0 1 
Cooperative Vocational Education 0 1 1 
Coordinated Vocational Education 
Training 1 0 0 
Distributive Education 0 0 1 
Data Processing 1 0 0 
Electronics 0 0 1 
Industrial Cooperative Training 0 1 0. 
Home Economics 10 7 10 
Pra.cti.cal Nursing 1 0 2 
Printing 1 0 1 














STUDENT ENROLLMENTS 0 AND PERCENTAGES OF SELECTED 
PARTICIPANT VOCATIONAL AND .TECHNICAL PROGRAMS 
1970-71 School Year 1971-72 School Year 
Enrollment Enrollment 
Non-Indian Indian Total Non-Indian Indian 
No. % No. % No. No. % No. % 
282 77 86 23 368 282 84 55 16 
350 75 116 25 467 314 77 95 23 
245 81 59 19 304 255 83 52 17 
255 78 72 22 327 228 80 56 20 
1132 77 334 23 1466 1079 81 258 19 
TABLE XIII 
STUDENT ENROLLMENTS AND. PERCENTAGES OF SELECTED 
NON-PARTICIPANTS (SAME SCHOOLS) 
VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS 
1970-71 School Year 1971-72 School Year 
Enrollment Enrollment 
Non-Iri.dian Indian Total Non-Indian Indian 
No. % No .. % No. No. % No. % 
139 78 40 22 179 157 82 34 18 
194 87 28 13 222 234 82 53 18 
213 50 217 50 430 217 83 46 17 
223 83 45 17 268 162 79 44 21 

















during the same. period decreased from 30 percent to ·19 peic,ent and from 
36 percent to 25 percent respectively. 
TABLE XIV· 
STUDENT ENROLLMENTS: AND.PERCENTAGES OF SELECTED 
NON-PARTICIPANTS. {DIFFERENT SCIWOLS') -
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL PROGRAMS 
1970-71 School Year 1971...;.72 School Year 
Grade 
Enrollment· Enrollment 
Non"'.'."In:dian Indian Total Non-Indian · Indian . 
No. % No. % No. No. % No. % 
Freshman 200 63 118 37 318 254 69 103 31 




147 68 .69 32 216 198 76 62 24 
190 73 71 27 261 268 84 51 16 
671 64 373 36 1044 922 75 302 25 
Research Questi.on Three: Was there a decr~as.e in the number. 
of Am~rican Indian student dropouts in selected vocational 
and technical programs during the 1971-72 academic sc·hool 
year from the number of dropouts reported during the 1970-71 








The data in Table XV reflect a comparison between non-Indian and 
Indiari student dropouts by grade classification for the 1970-71 and 1971-. 
12·academic scbool years as reported by program participants,. The per-
ceritage of Indian student dropouts decreased in 1971-72 from that. of· 
1970-71 by 10 percent, 
Grade 
TABLE XV 
NUMBER OF STUDENT DROPOUTS FROM VOCATIONAL AND 
TECHNICAL PROGRAMS OF SELECTED PARTICIPANTS 




Non-Indian Indian Total Non-Indian Indi.an Total 
No. % No. % No. No. % No. %. No. 
Freshman 33 67 16 33 49 10 83 2 17 12 
Sophomore 23 70 10 30 33 24 80 6 20 30 
Junior 16 80 4 20 20 9 75 3 25 12 
Senior 17 71 7 29 24 11 85 2 15 13 
TOTALS 89 71 37 29 126 54 81 13 19 67 
The data in Tables XVI and XVII reflect the number of non-Indian and 
Indian student dropouts reported by selected non-participants during 
1970-71 and 1971-72. Table XVI shows that the number of non-Indian 
dropouts increased four and during the same time the number of Indian 
student dropouts decreased by thirteen. Table XVII shows a decrease of 
seven in non-Indian dropouts and an increase of nine in Indian student 
dropouts. 
Research Question Four: To what extent have the in-service partici-
pants engaged in activities consistent with the recommendations 
that were formulated during the two-week workshop. 
Twenty-eight program participants provided data relative to this 
research question. The method of data collection mentioned previously 
included personal follow-up visits with participants. at their home· 














NUMBER OF STUDENT DROPOUTS FROM VOCATIONAL AND 
TECHNICAL PROGRAMS OF SELECTED NON-
PARTICIPANTS (SAME SCHOOLS) 
1970-71 School Year 1971-72 School Year 
Dropouts Dropouts 
Non-Indian Indian Total Non-Indian Indian 
No. % No. % No. No. % No. 
5 45 6 55 11 7 78 2 
11 65 6 35 17 29 85 5 
10 67 5 33 15 8 67 4 
20 71 8 29 28 6 86 1 
46 65 25 35 71 50 81 12 
TABLE XVII· 
NUMBER OF STUDENT DROPOUTS FROM VOCATIONAL AND 
TECHNICAL PROGRAMS OF SELECTED NON-







1970-71 School Year 1971-72 School Year 
Dropouts Dropouts 
Non-Indian Indian Total Non-Indian Indian 
No. % No. % No. No. ·% No. % 
7 44 9 56 16 6 43 8 57 
19 54 16 46 35 20 61 13 39 
20 71 8 29 28 10 36 18 64 
11 73 4 27 15 14 67 7 33 

















The primary program objectives will be presented along with the 
data supporting each objective. 
Increased enrollment of American Indian students in vocational and 
technical programs in Oklahoma. The data in Table XVIII show the 











ANALYSIS OF INDIAN STUDENT RECRUITING 
ACTIVITIES BY PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS 
Personal Personal 
Contact Contact 
With Indian With Other 
Students or Public 
Indian School No Negative 
Community Personnel Action Response 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
12 5 6 5 
43 18 21 18 
11 7 7 3 






At the beginning of the 1971-72 academic school year, the question 
was asked: "What action do you feel you can take at the present time to 
increase Indian student enrollment?" Responses ranged from "I don't 
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krtow" to "more personal contact with the Indian community." At the end 
of'the 1971-72 academic year, the program participants were asked the 
question, "What action have you taken this year to increase student 
enrollment?" 
The categor'y. "No Actio.n" included re,sponses from program partici-
pants in which .alLfreshmen are. required to enroll in at leas.t the first 
year of the program. The responses were included in the "Negative 
Response" category, if the participant responded "I don't' knowi• or "None" 
and the students in the school were not required to enroll in the 
program. 
Greater holding power.of vocational and technical programs for 
the Indian student in Oklahoma. The data shown in Table XIX reflect 
the activities of program participants directly aimed.at increasing the 
holding power of ,their program for the Indian student. At the beginning 
of .the year, 46 percent of the participants utilized instructional tech-
niques in the classroom to decrease dropouts of Indian students. Fifty-
seven percent. of .the participants at the end of the year utilized 
instructional techniques and clos~r personal relationships to increase 
the holding power.of their programs for Indian students. 
The·development·of new vocational and, technical programs. or the 
modification of.existing programs so they are more relevant to American 
Indian students' needs and interests. Data shown in Table XX indicate 
that activiti.es of program participants relative to development or modi-
fication of·vocational programs are quite limited. The data do. indicate 
that participant.activities for modification of their programs increased 












ANALYSIS OF PARTICIPANT ACTIVITIES DESIGNED TO INCREASE HOLDING 




Holding Improve With Other 
Power Instructional Indian External 
No Problem Techniques Students Sources 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
9 13 1 3 
32 46 04 11 
4 9 7 5 


















ANALYSIS OF PARTICIPANTS ACTIVITIES RELATIVE . 
TO VOCATIONAL PROGRAM DEVELOPMENI · 
OR MODIFICATION 
Development Modification 
of new of Existing 
Vocational Vocational No 
54 
School Programs Programs Action l'otal 
Year 
No.: % No. % No., . % 
.. 
Beginning 0 5· 23 28 
of Year 
Percent . 0 18 82 100 
End of 3 10 15 28 
Year 
Percent 10 36 54 100 
The· ins'tructional presentation of vocational and technical course 
material in a manner .that. has a positive relationship to the American 
Indian students' educational, .social, and economic-environment. The 
data in Table·xx:r reflect.the number of program participants that 
engaged in activities to provide positive instruction for Indian stu~ 
. ' 
dents •. At ·the beginning of .the 1971-72 academic· school year, 43 per-
cent of the participant·s .modified their ins.truc:tional techniques as 
compared to 72 percent at the end of .the academic school year. The per"". 
centage of 'vocational and tecQnical · teachers utilizing individual. stu.,.. 












ANALYSIS OF INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES 
OF PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS 
Instructor Personal Instructor 
Presentation Student· Verbal 
Techniques Encouragement Behavior 
No. % No. % No. % 
9 1 2 
32 04 07 
9 10 1 









Greater involvement of the Indian communities in the planning and 
evaluation of vocational and technical programs. At the beginning of 
the 1971-72 academic school year the participants were asked the follow-
ing question: "What action do you feel you can take at the present time 
to involve the Indian communities in the planning and evaluation of your 
program?" The data in Table XXII represent the categorized responses of 
the participants. At the end of the year, the participants were asked, 
"What action have you taken this year to involve the Indian communities 
in the planning and evaluation of your program?" The results are also 












ANALYSIS OF PARTICIPANT ACTIVITIES TO INVOLVE INDIAN 
COMMUNITIES IN THE PLANNING AND EVALUATION 
OF VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL PROGRAMS 
Include Personal 
Indians Con ta.ct 
on Advisory with Indian Home 
Boards Adults Visits Nothing 
No. % No. % No. % No. % 
11 6 2 9 
39 21 07 32 
2 6 2 18 
07 21 07 64 
The results indicate that while 67 percent of the participants 
expressed intent to involve the Indian communities only 35 percent 








SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
One of the major concerns in conducting projects and programs rela-
tive to improving American Indian education relates to the evaluation of 
the effectiveness of such efforts and is the specific problem with which 
this study was concerned. 
The American Indian student has had difficulty in adjusting to a 
changing society and culture. His adjustment is made difficult because 
of his environmental and cultural heritage which sometimes is in conflict 
with the dominant environment and culture. 
The vocational and technical educator who is unaware of the adjust-
ment problems faced by the American Indian student may inadvertedly con-
tribute to the student's difficulty in succeeding in a multi-cultural 
environment. Conferences, workshops, and seminars have in the past been 
directed toward the solution of these problems. 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to assess the effectiveness of an 
in-service education program designed to sensitize selected Oklahoma 
vocational and technical educators to the problems of American Indian 
students. The program was conducted by the Oklahoma State Department of 
Vocational and Technical Education during the period June, 1971 through 
May, 1972, under the sponsorship of the United States Department of 
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Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Educati6n, Bureau of Educa-
tional Personnel Development of the Vocational Education Training Branch 
(EPDA). The in-service program was entitled "Sensitizing Vocational-
Technical Professional Personnel to the Characteristics and Goals of 
the American Indian." 
The primary objective of the program was to provide professional 
vocational and technical personnel with a greater understanding of the 
American Indian in Oklahoma--his needs, ambitions, goals, and history. 
The desired end products of the program were: 
1. Increased enrollment of American Indian students in vocational 
and technical programs in Oklahoma. 
2. Greater holding power of vocational and technical programs for 
the American Indian student in Oklahoma. 
3. The presentation of course material by vocational and technical 
educators in a manner that has a positive relationship to the 
American Indian student's educational, social, and economic 
environment. 
4. Greater involvement of the American Indian communities in the 
planning and evaluation of vocational and technical programs in 
Oklahoma. 
In order to attempt to accomplish the purposes of this study, four 
research questions were considered. 
Question One: Was there a change in verbal decisions relative to 
problems of American Indian students by: 
a. Par<ticipants during the two-week summer workshop? 
b. Participants and selected non-participants (from the same 
schools) during the 1971-72 academic school year? 
c. Participants and non-participants (from different scho.ols) 
during the 1971-72 academic school year? 
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Question Two: Was there an increase in the number of American 
Indian students enrolled in selected vocational and technical programs 
during the 1971-72 academic school year over the number enrolled in the 
same programs during the 1970-71 academic·school year? 
Question Three: Was there a decrease in the number of American 
Indian student dropouts in selected vocational and technical programs 
during the 1971-72 academic school year from the number of dropouts 
reported during the 1970-71 academic school year? 
Question Four: To what extent have the in-service participants 
engaged in activities consistent with the recommendations that were 
formulated during the two-week workshop? 
Data used in considering the research questions were collected from. 
93 vocational and technical educators located in high schools and area 
vocational-techn.ical schools throughout the .state of Oklahoma. Subjects 
utilized in this study were selected from a population o.f vocational and 
technical educators using the following criteria: 
1. They must be employed as vocational and technical educators in 
a comprehensive public high school or an area vocational-
technical school in Oklahoma. 
2. Their program must have an expected enrollment percentage of 
at least 10 percent American Indian for the 1971-72 academic 
sdhool year according to a state-wide report prepared by the 
Division of Research, Planning, and Evaluation of the Oklahoma. 
State Department of Vocational and Technical Education. 
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3. The participants must have been involved in both weeks of the 
two-week summer workshop. 
4. The participants must have agreed to participate in the follow-
up phase of the program for the 1971-72 academic school year. 
5. The non-participants from the same schools must be vocational-
technical teachers. 
6. The non-participants from different schools must be vocational-
technical teachers with no representation from their school 
system in the program as participants. 
Several instruments were used to obtain data for the study. The 
"Classroom Integration Inventory" was used to obtain-data relative to 
verbal decisions of subjects employed in the study. The Student Enroll-
ment and Dropout Information Form was used to obtain data relative to 
the enrollment mix and dropout patterns of vocational and technical 
students, Interview schedules were used to gather data relative to 
professional activities of program participants during the 1971-72 aca-
demic school year. Data collection began June 28, 1971, and was com-
pleted May 27, 1972. The data were collected in group and individual 
settings by the investigator. Data from the "Classroom Integration 
Inventory" were punched into cards for machine processing in order to 
facilitate the computation of Kendall's Coefficient of Concordance Wand 
its associated chi-square statistic. Percentage analysis and chi-square 
tests for statistical differences were used as additional numerical 
assessment techniques in the study. 
Certain limitations relative to the design of this study shouid be 
kept in mind while interpreting results of the investigation. The 
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investigator was unable to control random selection or random assignment 
of subjects to control and experimental groups. 
The elapsed time between the pre-test and post-test was two weeks 
which may have had an effect of biasing results of the post-test. This 
limitation, however,· was dealt with by utilizing a multiple-time-series 
testing procedure designed to overcome maturation and historical effects 
(Van Dalen, 1966). 
Another limitation has to do with interview and conference tech-
niques of collecting data. Regardless of the care exercised in the 
design and administration of interview schedules, no guarantee can be 
given that the respondent's interpretation of the questions asked will 
be the same as intended by the designer of the interview schedule 
(Dugger, 1968). Therefore, there can be no absolute assurance subjects 
gave valid responses. The reader, then, must accept the assumption that 
the investigator did no.t select subjects or make use of data that would 
intentionally bias results. 
The reader should be reminded of an assumption relative to scaling 
of decision alternative responses included on the "Classroom Integration 
Inventory." It was assumed that the most desirable response to each of 
the 36 situations was "A" and the least desirable was "E". This assump-
tion is of particular significance when considering the findings and 
conclusions relative to research question one. 
Findings Related to Research Questions 
Research Question One: Was there a change in verbal decisions 
relative to problems of .American Indian students by: 
a. Participants during the two-week summer workshop? 
The results of the pre-test and post-test indicate positive 
changes on 11 of 12 characteristic clusters from the "Classroom Inte-
gration Inventory." 
b. Participants and selecti=d non-participants (from the 
same sc}:i.ools) during the 1971-72 academic school year? 
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The IIClassroom Integration Inventory" was administered to program 
participants and non-participants at the beginning of the 1971-72 
academic school year and again at the end of the year. A chi-square 
analysis computed at the beginning of the year indicated the responses 
of the two groups were significantly different at the .OS level on 2 
of the 12 characteristic clusters. These clusters were "Cleanliness" 
and "Language as a Barrier." 
A chi-square analysis computed at the end of the year indicated 
the responses of the two groups were significantly different at the 
.OS level on 7 of the 12 characteristic.clusters. These were: "Shy-
ness," "Aggressiveness," "Draws All the Time," "Does Not Try," "Language 
as a Barrier," "Holds to Cultural Background," and "Tries Hard." With 
the exception of "Draws All the Time," the program participants scored 
higher on each of the clusters in which a significant difference was 
found. 
c. Participants and non-participants (from different schools) 
during the 1971-72 academic school year? 
The "Classroom Integration Inventory". was administered to non-
participants from different scq.ools in the same manner as was stated in 
part b. above. A chi-square analysis computed at the beginning of the 
year indicated the responses of the two groups were significantly differ-
ent on 8 of the 12 characteristic ·clusters. These were: "Cleanliness," 
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"Lack of Understanding Directions," "Shyness," "Aggressiveness," "Draws 
All the Time," "Does Not Try," "Language as a Barrier," and "LQ." 
A chi-square analysis computed at the end of the year indicated 
the responses of the two groups were significantly different at the .05 
level on 6 of the 12 characteristic clus.ters. These were: "Cleanli-
ness," 11Shyness," "Aggressiveness," "Draws All the Time," "Language.as 
a Barrier," and "Tries Hard." The program participants scored higher 
on all of the characteristic clusters which were significantly different. 
At the end of the 1971-72 academic school year, the Kendall Coefficient 
of Concordance was used to measure ·the degree of agreement as to ranking 
of the characteristic clusters between program participants and non-
participants from the same schools and non-participants from different 
schools. The computation yielded a value for W of .94 with its associ-
ated chi-square statistic of 31.15. The chi-square statistic was 
statistically significant beyond the .05 level of significance. 
Research Question Two: Was there an increase in the number 
of American Indian students enrolled in selected vocational 
and technical programs during the 1971-72 academic school 
year over the number enrolled in the same programs during 
the 1970-71 academic school year? 
A decrease in total enrollment'of 9 percent from 1970-71 to 1971-
72 was reported by program participants for their programs. A 22 per-
cent decrease in Indian student enrollment occurred during the same 
time. 
A 13.8 percent decrease in over-all student enrollment from 1970-71 
was reported by non~participants (from same schools) for their programs. 
The enrollment of Indian students decreased by 46 percent during the 
same time. 
The total student enrollment in programs of non-participants 
(different schools) increased 14.8 percent from the 1970-71 academic 
school year while the reported Indian student enrollment decreased by 
18 percent during the same period. 
Research Question Three: Was there a decrease in the number 
of American Indian student dropouts in selected vocational 
and technical programs during the 1971-72 academic school 
year from the number of dropouts reported during the 1970-71 
academic year? 
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The program participants reported that. 37 Indian students dropped 
out of their programs during the 1970-71 academic school year as com-
pared to 13 Indian student dropouts in 1971-72. 
The non-participants (from the same schools) reported that 25 
Indian students dropped out of their programs during the 1970-71 aca-
demic school year as compared to 12 Indian student dropouts in 1971-72. 
The non-participants (from different schools) reported that 37 
Indian students dropped from their programs irt 1970-71 as compared to 
46 Indian student dropouts in 1971-72. 
Research Question Four: To what extent have the in-service 
participants engaged in activities consistent with the recom-
mendations that were formulated during the two-week workshop? 
Activities relative to the following program objectives were 
identified. 
Increased enrollment of Indian students in vocational and technical 
programs in Oklahoma. Participant activities relative to recruiting 
practices increased very little during the 1971--72 academic school year. 
Greater holding power of vocational and technical programs for the 
Indian student in Oklahoma. A slight increase in participant activities 
was realized during the year relative to improvement of instructional 
techniques and improvement of personal relationships with Indian stu-
dents in their programs. 
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The instructional presentation of vocational and technical course 
material in a manner that has a positive relationship to the Indian stu-
dents' educational, social, and ,economic environment. Participant 
activities to improve classroom instruction through increased personal 
encouragement of Indian students increased 32 percent during the year. 
The number of teachers doing nothing to improve instruction decreased 
from 16 to 8 during the year. 
Greater involvement of the Indian communities in the planning and 
evaluation of vocational and technical programs. The program partici-
pants engaged in very few activities to involve Indian communities in 
their programs. Sixty-four percent of the participants did nothing to 
involve the Indian community in the planning and evaluation of their 
programs. 
Conclusions 
This study was an attempt to evaluate an in-service program designed 
to sensitize selected vocational and technical educators to the charac-
teristics and goals of the American Indian student. The evaluation of 
the program occurred as the program was in progress. 
The results of the computation of the Kendall Coefficient of Concor-
dance indicate that at the end of the program there was general agree-
ment among program participants and selected non-participants concerning 
standards used in ranking their perceptions of Indian student problems, 
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Data reported relative to Indian student enrollment indicate that 
the in-service program objective was not accomplished to increase enroll~ 
ment of Indian students in selected vocational and technical programs. 
Data reported relative to the number of Indian student dropouts 
indicate that the in-service program objective was at least partially 
realized in developing increased holding power for Indian students in 
vocational and technical programs. 
It appears from the data presented relative to the participant 
activities that the participants engaged in professional activities 
which were consistent with the objectives of the in-service program. 
Recommendations 
The effectivenss of the in-service program to sensitize selected 
Oklahoma vocational and technical educators to the characteristics and 
goals of American Indian students was assessed in relationship to the 
stated program objectives. With the exception of increased Indian 
student enrollment, each objective was at least partially accomplished 
during the 1971-72 academic school year. 
Each in-service program objective is listed and followed with the 
investigator's recommendations. 
1. Increased enrollment of American Indian students in Vocational 
and Technical Programs in Oklahoma. 
a. Further investigation be continued to determine the extent 
to which the objective will be accomplished by the program 
participants. 
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b. Financial assistance grarits be awarded.directly to.local 
vocational anci technical programs fer supporting Indian 
st11:dent projects if required or practic~d in .. the program. 
c. An evening exten~ion progJ;"ambe developed to enroll Indian 
adults in vocati,onal arid tecihnical programs at th-e local 
lev.el. 
2. Greater holding power of vocational and technical prqgrams 
for the.American .Indian student iri Oklahoma.--Instructors-of 
vocational and technical programs distribute printed instru.c-
tions to. all students .for amy special assignments .or projects 
required in .. the program. 
3. The. presentat;i.on of course materia'l ·by vocational and technical 
educators in a manner that has a positive relatiqnship to the 
American Indian. students.' educational, social, and eco·nomic 
environment.--Indian specialists be utilized by the Oklahoma· 
State Department of Vocational and Technical Education to 
assist· in the development and dissemination of information 
relative to instructional techniques and curr.iculum materials 
for vocati.onal and technical teachers of Indian stucients in 
Oklahoma. 
4. Greater irtvolvement·of ·the American Iridian communities in the 
planning a~d evaluat:ion of vocatio_nal and technical programs in 
Oklahoma. 
a. Formal advisory committees be established for vocational 
and technical programs which include Indian adults and 
Indian students. 
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b. Indian adults and Indian students be utilized as resource 
personnel relative to curriculum revision and development· 
at .the local level. 
Other Recommendations 
The researcher further recommends. that: 
1. Effective guidelines be developed at the national and state 
levels to insure increased participation of Indian students 
in vocational and technical programs and that Indian people ·be 
involved in the development of such guidelipes. 
2. These guidelines be disseminated to all state and local educa-
tional and social agencies located in areas with populations 
of American Indians. 
3. That additional in-service workshops be conducted to sensitize 
vocational and technical professional personnel to these 
guidelines. 
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Teachers are• always faced with a wid.e variety of problems arising from 
the different ·types of students involved.in the classroom. Sometimes 
Indian students are included in this situation. 
On the following pages ·you will find brief descriptions of the behavior 
and problems involved with these Indian students. In each case you are 
to indicate how you would.prefer to handle the.situation if the decis-
ions were.entirely.up to you. Read each item.and mark your decision 
with the corresponding letter as follows: 
A. If you feel you could. handle ,such an Indian studemt in your 
regular.classroom~ 
B. If you feel you could handle such an Indian student in your 
regular clas~room.provided advice from a specialist or con-. 
sultant was.occasionally made available to you.when you felt 
a need for such aid in dealing with some problem. 
C. If you fe-el you co.uld handle such an Indian student in your· 
regular .. classroom. provided there was a full-time specialist 
available at. your. school who could provide supplementc:l.ry train-
ing for the student and frequent consultation for you. 
D, If you feel that such an Indian student_ would benefit most by 
being assigned to a special class or school. 
E. If you feel that such an Indian student cat).not.be handled pro-
perly within the regular or special classroom. 
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Mark each item onthe line to the left of each number according to the 
following key: 
A. In the regular classroom 
B. With part-time aid classroom 
C, With full-ti.me aid classroom 
D, In special class or school 
E, Not for public education 
1. According to the comments and grades on Fern's permanen1= 
record card, she is not capable of learning; so she is placed 
in the back of the room. 
2. Anna smiles sweetly,- but is untidy about herself. Her hair 
is stit'f looking, her .skirts are dirty, and in general she 
smells .of greasewood fire and slept-in clothing. 
3. Darrell sits in class and doesn't open a bciok just waiting 
for an opportunity to make trouble for someone sitting near 
him, 
4. Cora seems to shun the other students in the class, hangs 
her head when.addt;essed by the teacher, and refuses to 
respond in any.way, regardless of how much time is given 
her for a response. 
5. Ben is trying so hard to please, but he needs individual help 
with each set.of directions given. (There are thirty-five 
other students in the c:l.ass who get them the first time.) 
6, Glenna, ab.right girl, comes from an above average home. She 
tends to ignore. the other Indian stude_nts in favor of Anglo 
friends. 
7, Elbert is ,quite an artist when it comes to drawing µorses, 
but he does not restrict his talent to art class--rather he 
draws through all of _his classes, paying little or no atten-
tion the required work. 
8. Helen speaks choppy, broken English with no apparent attempt 
at improving.her articulation, even though she has been in 
public school seve.ral years. 
9. Ivan selects all of his outside reading material from Indian 
and western.books, not accepting the challenging new fron-
tier that the other students in the class choose. 
---
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10. Geraldine ranks at the.bottom of the class.scholastically; 
her LQ. also. places her at the last place, but she doesn't· 
bother anyone. 
11. Leon always.hands in his assignment, finished. or not; 
correctly done or not. Sometimes he even does the wrong 
page, but he always has something. 
12. Andrew is quiet .and well-mannered; but he has worn the same 
unwashed.clothing sirtce school started. 
13. Emert appears to be working hard on his assigned work, but 
close.observation reveals that he is just doodling on the 
paper underneath his. open textbook. 
14. Gerald is excelling in both athletics and scholarship, but 
avoids any reference, direct or indirect, to his parents 
or home as if he was ashamed of them. 
15. Kelley starts working industriously, then quits too soon; 
consequently, never finishes an assignment. 
1'6. Bill just sits in his chos'en seat in the back of the room. 
He ,neither volunteers nor contributes to the class when 
called upon to recite. 
17. Alice is a fat, sloppy girl whose presence you can smell, 
but she does not cause any discipline problems. 
18. Gina wrote a long, detailed autobiography, but none of the 
information contained in_it could be verified through her 
permanent r.ecord card. Since she is quite articulate in 
English she.understood the assignment, but proceeded to 
follow lines of wishful dreaming, rather than facing facts 
and reality. 
19. Frank has a.pleasant disposition; but he seems completely 
blank when trying to learn vocational subjects. 
20. Katy has the attitude that "I can't do it, .so why try." 
When she makes a mistake, she won't correct "it. 
21. Jerry could.stay in this room for five years-,.-accorc;iing to 
the I.Q. and.aptitude test scores--and never make any 
progress. He just doesn't have the ability to learn. 
22. Betty cannot fdllow.directions tha~ are given clearly to the. 
whole class; but she never asks questions about the directions 
when she has the opportunity. 
23. Lena scarcely.gets.a correct answer, yet.she always has a 
paper to be graded. 
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--- 24. Juan entered.late .in .the year after the .te,sting .. program was. 
finished; but .-he is not capable ·of doing the work and must 
have· a low I.Q. 
25. Flora. has a .. reco.rd of three retentions, then has a series of 
--- social promotions.· .. She doesn't seem td understand what is 
going on in.the classroom. 
---
---
26. Dora is .polite and.responsive to the teacher, but she tells 
fantastic ut1,tru~ tales about herself and her.sod.al life; 
apparently to c~lLatJ::ention .to ·hers.elf and scandalize the 
other-girls in her class • 
. 27. Ida is· very.interested irt the Ingian culture to which she 
falls heir, .and does not want to a~cept the .culture that 
surrounds her'--even though it has been proven to be superior. 
____ 28. Chuck has beauti-ful .penmanship, dees well on written _work 
---
and .tests; but che remains silent .through .. any-class discussion. 
His ·stock answer· .to all .q ues t;i.ons. is, i,I don't know." He i1;1 
quite verbal on the school ground. 
29. Ellen- seems.talented _in a.rt, but she does .. not .tJ;;y to work 
with the class;. rather she maintains her own style, unwill-
ing to change, 
___ .30. Henry does nat:.try .to.learn English, and as.sociates only with 
boys of his .own tribe .so that he can avoid speaking English, 
even on the .school ground . 
---. 31. Letty doesn!.t do acceptable level work, but she tries hard. She brings the.teacher small tokens to demonstrate her 
approval of_ the teacher and the .. schools, even though she is 
not learning much. 
___ 32. Dallas. comes into the cla1;1sroom in. dirty .Levi_s : that a.re too 
small; his shirt is _.unbu;toi:u~d to the waist;, and dust tops 
his greasy duck-tailed hair. 
___ 33. When given opportunities far really creativewriting,Iona 
always falls back oi;i Indian tradition rather.than develop-
ing skills al_ong the lines .of our present-day thinking. 
___ 34. Kurt. puts the ,subject, date, and his name on the top of his 
paper, then dreams through the rest of _the period. 
--- 35. Harlan is over-..·sized, over-aged, and really too dumb to lear.n Englis~. He merely· occ.:upies space· in the class.room •. 
36. Clara has ·ne:ver spoken a word in._the classroom. When called 
--- upon, . she s.t,ares blat1,kly in to the air, appearing to be . deaf . 
and duµib; but she does well on .writteri work and tests·. 
APPENDIX E 
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STUDENT ENROLLMENT AND DROPOUT INFORMATION FORM 
INSTRUCTI.ONS 
1. Please compl~te fqr -each category~ 
2. If you do no_t .have·-studenteLfqr a specific category, .put N.A. 
(Not Applicabll;l). in .. thaLspace. For example, if last year you did 
not ,have, freshman ,.students, place N .A, in _the space for freshman 
l~st year. 
3. Please. complete and .return with the opinionnaire by October 15, 1971. 
4. The drepouts should-be.:.counted as such' if they quit.school: Do not 
count ·st~dents who traI1,sfer to· other programs as dropouts, 
1970-71 (Last Year) 1971..;,72 . (Thi's Year) 
Number 
Enrolled Indian· Indian 
Non-Indian. (!i; or mere) Non-Indian (!i; or . more) 
Freshman (9) 
Sophomore· (10) 













WORKSHOP TASK FORCE GROUP REPORTS 
Program Participant Group One 
I. Primary Goal. To develop suggestions and recommendations .for the 
modification of vocational-technical programs, so they are more 
relevant and responsive to the Indian, his wants, interests, and 
needs to achieve his aspired goal. 
A. Problem 
Lack of a variety of vocational programs to meet the wants, 
needs, interests, abilities and occupational goals of the 
Indian studenL 
1. Objective 
To provide a sufficient variety of vocational programs to 
meet the needs, wants, abilities, and occupational goals 
of the Indian student. 
2. Facts and Causes 
a. Disinterest in present problems by students. 
b. Statement by students about their occupational goals 
indicate a lack of sufficient course offering. 
c. Increased drop-out rate by secondary students. 
d. Evidence of high unemployment in the world of work 
while jobs requiring technical training have an 
insufficient number of employees. 
3. Action Steps to Achieve Solutions 
a. Career development at an earlier age to educate stu-
dents of opportunities and varieties available in the 
world of work. 
b. Educate the students that success in work is not 
necessarily the type of occupation chosen but the 
quality of achievement in their chosen vocation. 
c. Survey of Indian students in the area as to their 
occupational goals. 
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d. Survey of local business and industry to establish the 
types of possible employment in the area. 
e. Localized control of new programs for immediate employ-
ment. 
f. Establishment of sho.rt_;term programs or entry level 
training to meet. the needs of .the local communities. 
g. Establishment of .cooperative type programs for low 
demand jobs. 
B. Problem 
Lack. of two.,-way connntinication and understanding .,between stu-
dent~ faculty, administration, home, and community. 
1. Objective 
To decrease dropout rate and increase holding power and 
interest of .Indian students in vocational programs by 
attempting to.meet.their needs,.wants, interests, 
abilities, and occupational goals.through establishment 
of two-way communication and understanding between stu-
dents, faculty, administration, home and community. 
2. Facts and Causes 
a. Involvement of immediate problems decrease. 
b. Limited knowledge of own circle of associates and 
associations. 
c. Existence of community prejudices and biases. 
d. Continual forcing of our values on others. 
e. Resistance.to change in teaching. 
f. Failure of teachers to interpret programs to- others. 
3. Action Steps to Achieve Solutions 
a. To form an advisory board representative.of the entire 
community to help formulate suggestions to improve the 
program for all students. 
b. Inform the public through the mass media what the pro-
gram is doing in all areas. 
c. Personal contacts through home visits, projects, public 
meetings, conferences, field trips, exhibits, and 
newsletters. 
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d. Reach adults through planned adult education classes. 
e. Reach parents and students through youth organization 
projects and programs. 
f. Conferences with administration of public school 
systems. 
1) Evaluate past programs 
2) Set goals for the program 
3) Share conference and workshop information 
g. Select an advisory committee. 
1) Administration 
2) Student Council 
3) Civic leaders 
4) Parents (Be sure to include parents of minority 
ethnic groups) 
h. Learn all you can about their culture and get 
acquainted with the leaders of the Indian community. 
i. Listen, let others talk, and listen to what is being 
said. 
C. Problem 
Lack of local, state, and national knowledge of manpower needs 
as related to our communities. 
1. Objective 
To inform the entire community of manpower needs as 
related to our geographical area. 
2. Facts and Causes 
a. Changes in local industry through technological 
advances. 
b. New industry. 
c. Population fluctuation. 
3, Action Steps to Achieve Soluti.ons 
a. Utilize on the job summer training for teachers. 
b. Read trade publications, 
c. Join civic groups. 
d. Advisory.committee. 
e. Keep in contact with state and local employment 
agencies. 
f, Educate ourselves as to the needs of local industry 
and business. 
g. More pertinent information from State Department of 
Vocational and Technical Education. 
D. Problem 
Lack of varied and current methods of teaching techniques to 
meet individual differences without 'lowering standards. 
1. Objectives 
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Update and increase teaching techniques to meet the capa-
bilities, needs, and interests of individual students. 
2. Facts and Causes 
a. No single technique or media will reach all students. 
b. Individual responses to different techniques and media 
depend in part upon previous experiences, 
c. All students cannot be expected to respond at the same 
academic level. 
d. Many students lack basic skills in reading and inter-
preting materials. 
e. Many skills and methods which are being taught are no 
longer in demand. 
f, Teachers have not always kept in close association with 
the business world. 
3. Action Steps to Achieve Solutions 
a. Select materials and techniques geared to different 
levels of ability. 
b. Increased variety in the media and techniques used. 
c. Keep abreast of current knowledge, skills, and methods 
known and used in the business world. 
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d, Determine the level at which the student is operating. 
e. Review present methods and techniques critically to 
determine what is useful and what needs to be changed. 
f. Spend some time working in the business world. 
g. Study current materials and reports to be aware of 
the trends. 
h. Determine and acquaint the students with definite 
measurable objectives they are expected to achieve in 
the classroom. 
Program Participant Group Two 
II. Primary Goal. Develop suggestions and recommendations to improve 
the presentation of.vocational-technical instruction in a manner 
that has a positive relationship to the Indian students' educa-
tional, social, and economic environment. 
A. Problem 
Lack of parental guidance for Indian students in vocational-
technical education. 
1. Objective 
To plan a program to involve parents in school activities 
and increase parental guidance. 
2. Facts and Causes 
a .. There is a lack of knowledge of vocational-technical 
education among parents of Indian students. 
b. Parents misguide their children according to middle-
class society. 
c. Parents have not had the opportunity to know and under-
stand vocational-technical education. 
d. Different groups have different cultural values. 
3. Action Steps to Achieve Solutions 
a. Make home visits. 
b. Conduct informal conferences consisting of the teacher, 
an influential friend, and the parents. 
c. Involve the parents as resource people for cultural 
enrichment activities. 
B. Problem 
Relatively high .. rates of absenteeism of Indian students in 
voca tional-.technical education. 
1. Objective · 
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To reduce or eliminate high rates of absenteeism' .of Indian 
students in vocational-technical educational programs. 
2. Facts and Causes 
a. .Students are absent from school. to attend family 
ceremonial activities. 
b. Parents call students out of class for various reasons. 
c. Indian studentc1 have deep family ties. 
d •. Parents do not regard al:>senteeism as being detr_imental. 
to their children. 
3. Action Steps to Achieve Solutions 
a. Teacher emphasis to the Indian student on the impor-
tance and need of regular school attendance. 
b. Postively reinforce ·the Indian student with acceptance 
and small successes in school. 
C. Problem 
Indian students' willingness to adapt to a different environ-
ment after formal training. 
1. Objective 
To orient: the student to t4e life styles of other geograph-
ic areas. 
2. Facts and Causes 
a. Students have a vague knowledge of cities and have 
difficulty in adapting to unfamiliar-: surroundings. 
b. In some instances the instructor is unfamiliar with 
life styles of populated urban areas. 
c. People resist change to new surroundings. 
d. There is a lack of e:i:cposure to thec1e lif.e styles. 
3. Action Steps to Achieve Solutions 
a. Incorporate an interchange student program. 
b. Take field trips to urban areas. 
c. Use a Mobile Career unit to orient student to life 
styles in cities. 
d. Use a resource person from an urban area. 
D. Problem 
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To develop greater.holding power in the.vocational-technical 
programs for the Indian student. 
1. Objective 
To develop instructional programs relevant to the needs 
and interests of the Indian student. 
2. Facts and Causes 
a. Students are forced to take courses for which they 
have no need or interest. 
b. There is a need for a wider variety -of vocational 
subjects in the schools. 
c. There is a lack of development of guidelines on the 
part of the teacher and local requirements. 
d. Administrators do not realize the value of nor want 
vocational programs. 
e. Economic conditions may prevent the addition of voca-
tional programs to the schools. 
3. Action Steps to Achieve Solutions 
a. Have variety of visual aids and techniques of 
presentation. 
b. Give students the opportunity to use the audio-visual 
equipment themselves. 
c. Identify students, considering the background, as to 
whether.they are Plains Indians or Five Civilized 
Tribes. 
d. Develop interest cards to make a choice of what they 
would like to study. 
e. Contact Indian Legal Service Aid - Washington, D.C. 
f. Let .the student structure a role.,-play. to the cli~ax, 
then have students writ~ the ending ~to.,become aware 
that problems .are relatively the same. 
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g. Keep photographic record and .background information of 
each student. 
h. Have a student come back and relate job experiences. 
E. Problem 
Indian students as a group display a tendency to reject respon-
sibility and rewards. 
1. Objective 
To teach the,student to accept responsibilities during and 
after training. 
2, Facts and Causes 
a. Students are treated as a group and not as individuals. 
b. There is a lack of teacher initiative, lesson prepara-
tion, time, funds, and personnel. 
c. All students are given the same tests and instructional 
materials. 
d. The teacher programs standard less.on plans and methods 
of presentation for the average student. 
3. Action Steps to Achieve Solutions 
a. Have individualized instruction by reducing class 
size. 
b. Provide teachers' aides throughout the school system. 
c. Break larger classes into smaller work groups. 
F. Prob.lem 
The concept of providing small achievement goals Indian stu-
dents can attain without lowering academic,standards. 
1. Objective 
To provide Indian students with small achievement·goals 
without reducing academic standards. 
2. Facts and Causes 
a. Students are not given responsibilities at home or 
at school. 
b. It is easier to do it yourself than instruct the 
student. 
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c. Teachers overwork reliaqle students rather than train· 
all students. 
3. Actipn Steps to Achieve Solutions 
a. Give the student .duties and responsibilities that: he 
is capable of doing. 
b. Give credit for resp.onsibili ties. 
c. Incorporate responsibility into teaching task. 
G. Problem 
Greater involvement '.of Indian students in integrated group 
participation project~. 
1. Objective 
To increase opportuniti.es .for integrated group participa-
tion. 
2. Facts and Causes 
a. Students associate with their racial groups. 
b. They are more comfortable with the familiar peer 
groups. 
3. Action Steps to Achieve Solutions 
a. Use a variety of techniques to provide group 
participation. 
H. Problem 
Lack of communication between Indian students and teachers. 
1. Objective 
To reduce connnunication barriers between Indian students 
and teachers. 
2. Facts and Causes 
a. There are communication .gaps betwe.en students and 
teachers. 
b. The Indian student is in a bi-lingual and bi-
cultural society; 
3, Action Steps. to Achieve Solutions 
a. More home.visits. 
b. Have the student write an autobiography. 
c, Work wit.h counselor and principal with a ,withdrawn 
student. 
d. Work with the student and two peers. 
e. Work with an,d through another peer group to bridge 
the gap. 
f. Show sincere concern for the student. 
Program Participant Group Three 
III. Primary Goal. To develop suggestions and recommendations to 
implement or improve a plan that will involve the Indian com-
munity in the planning and evaluatiqn of vocational-technical 
programs. 
A. Problem 
To identify, intere,st; i~volve, and organize Indian adults 
and student leaders in vocational-:technical education p.lan-
ning and evaluation. 
1. Objective 
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To involve the participation of a recognizable percentage 
of the Indian community in the planning and evaluation of 
vocational-technical education. 
2. Fact~ and Causes 
a. The Indian population does not involve itself in the 
planning and evaluation of vocational-technical educa-
tion. 
b, The Indian .culture places value in observation before 
action, 
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c. The, Indtan community does .not intercede on behalf of 
its ·members. 
d. Int-e:rfer.ence in the individual's affa_irs ·is forbidden 
by-the Indian community. 
3. Action Steps to Achieve Solut~ons 
a. Let_ the _.men who are trfl:?al l~ader.s know -that vocational 
.and .technical educaticm ptograms .are -worthwhile for 
the India_n community. 
b. .Coordinate and .parallel .school. and adult_ activiti.es. 
c. Plan ac'!;:ivities to involve the whol~ community. 
d. Offer the students a reward each day .. 
e. Take a survey in the connnunity in order to determine 
which community leaders to include on advisory_ 
committees. 
f. Establish an advisory. committee including Indian_ com-:-
muni.ty leade.rs. 
g. Use.newspapers to determine_ the Indian community 
leaders~ 
h •. Contact -established local farmers~ county commis~ion-
ers, and, .non'.":'Indian businessmen · to identify leaders. 
i. Make ·contacts' to establish better relati,onships · 
through community centers, home,visits,. churches, and 
other comm1,m:ity activities. 
j. Have 'funds to, work with and well-,planned.programs ·at 
no cost to them, urider certait?, con9itions. 
k. Plan social and recreational activ:ities 'with the 
cooperation of the advisory council. 
1, . Extei14 .personal invitations to those _in .. the· Indian 
community for school meetings and.affairs. 
m. Invo_lve alumnLassociat.ions in planning and evalua-
tion programs to meet .the needs of Indian students. 
n. There is an increasing need for sincere, .interested, 
and qualified vocational-technical education teachers 
to work with the Indian community. 
o. Encouragement should be.given to Indian.students 
interested in vocational-technical.education from 
the instructional aspect. 
B. Probleni 
How to show immediate rewards or benefits from.vocational-
technical education as well as long-range benefits. 
L Objective 
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To provide student~ with an immediate on-,,the:-job related 
occupation.al:t:raining which would increase interest in 
vocational-technical education and aid student welfare. 
2. Facts and Causes 
a. The Indian community .does not reward. their members for 
.satisfactory. accomplishments because the Indian c1.,1l-
ture deems this unnecessary. 
b. The Indian leaders are interested in the immediate 
welfare of their students. 
c. The Indian community is immediate-reward oriented. 
3. Action Steps to Achieve Solutions 
a. Contact the State Employment Service and use resource 
persons in Indian job placement. 
b. Involve Indian, non-Indian, and advisory councils in 
providing ori-:the;...job training. 
c. Consider the community organizations, churches, and 
agencies when looking for aids for student welfare. 
d. Encourage total involvement of the entire educational 
staff including counselors~ school administrat;ors, 
and other personnel. 
e. Show the Indian community that the Indian student has 
a current salable skill. 
f. Take the Indian leaders to placement stations to show 
them successful alumni. 
g.. Individual encouragement for Indian students to. con-
tinue their education and training. 
h. Many agencies will as.sist students in obtaining aid 
for furthering their education. 
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C. Problem 
How to coordinate .agencies, programs, and policie,s to facili-
tate more effective vocational-technical education.· 
1. Objective 
To aid in coo:rdittation of agenci'es, p.rogr.am.s,. .and policies · 
to facilitate.more effective vocational-,technical educa-
tion in relation to the Indi.an community, 
2 .. Facts and Causes 
a.· Many agencies.are interested and involved in providing 
assistance, services, and education for the Indian. 
b. The central coordination system.of these agencies has 
had difficulty in functioning effectively. 
3. Action Steps to Achieve Solutions. 
a. Depend on organizations for the information and help 
that they have available for the Indian community. 
b. Align with many organizations rather than one. 
c. Know the organizations, what their purposes are, and 
what their work involves. 
d. Utilize the St4te and National legislators for assis-
tance in solving local problems. 
e, Suggested agencies to approach for help for Indians. 
1) Churches 
2) State Welfare Department:---including Vocational 
Rehabilitation 
3) Indian Education Director at the. State Department 
of Public Instruction 
4) Oklahoma Indian Affairs Commission 
5) o.r.o. 
6) O,E.O. 
7) Indian Community Health Representative 
8) Manpower Skill Centers (Tulsa, Tahlequah, Sulphur, 
Oklahoma City) 
9) Tribal leaders--Chief and council members 
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10) Mayor's Youth Council 
11) Chamber of Commerce 
12) Jr. Chamber of Corrnnerce 
Program Participant Group Four 
IV. Primary Goal. The-development of suggestions.and.recommendations 
to improve career information materials for orientation of junior 
high and elementary school age Indians. 
A. Problem 
Career information mat.erials and career development curriculum 
of the past appear to.have been inadequate or even non-
existent in the elementary and junior high.schools of Oklahoma. 
Through advancements such as the CVET Pr0gram,. .VIEW, and 
others, it appears there is an increased interest in this 
area. 
Research, although limited, indicates that elementary, middle 
school, an.d junior high school teachers would be willing to 
learn more about this program in order to extend and imple-
ment their existing program. 
The_Indian youth who drops out of school cannot take.advantage 
of the vo-tech education available at the secondary level. 
The present.situation also is forcing the Indian _students to 
have limited.knowledge of available opportunities and to make 
unsound vocational. decisions which affect their whole lif.e 
span. 
1. Objectives 
a. To decrease the dropout rate among Indian students. 
b. Increased enrollment·in vocational-t~chnical programs 
by Indian students .• 
c. To improve the holding power of Indian students 
enrolled in vocational-technical programs. 
d. To develop withi~ the Indian students an.awareness of 
the world of .work and the great diversity of occupa-
tional opportunities available to them, 
e. To aid the Indian student to gain a knowledge of the 
major occupational fields. 
f, To improve the self-image of the.Indian student. 
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g. To d.evelop proper attitudes. among Indian_.students a~ 
they regard. the 'woJ;"ld .of work and. society ,as a whole. 
h. To enco;urage Indian students: to .be.aware .. of their .heri-
tage, talents, :and interests; .. and :.to .. consider . these 
assets· in their choice of ·careers. 
2. Facts and Causes ·. 
a. Indian students have a higher dropout-rate than the 
non...;Indian. at the junior ,and senior high leveL 
1) Over-age iri their peer group 
2) Lack of ptopet dress. 
3) No positive adult model 
4) Insufficient school counseling 
5) Avoidance of repeated failures 
6) Lack· of encouragement 
b. Indian students have a poot .self-image. 
1) No positive adult models .• 
2) Unsuitable .living conditions 
3) Peer group criticism 
4) Books .a11.d movies portray Indians as losers 
c. Many Indian students do no1;: see a need to work. 
1) Poor dissemination of career .information 
2) Cultural background 
3) No positive adult.model. 
4) No feeling for reward.and dignity of work 
5) Limited exposure to work 
d. Peer group pressures are high 'for Ind:f:.an students. 
1) Bi--cultural 
2) Bi-lingual 
3) Tribal values and customs differ fr.om non-Indian 
expectations. 
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3. Action Steps to Achieve Solutions 
a. The Task Force suggests that in-,service training be 
provided to elementary and junior teachers for the 
following purposes: 
1) To make teachers aware of the resource personnel· 
available to assist in career development~ 
2) To familiarize teachers with res.ource. materials 
such as the "Dictionary of Occupa1lional Titles,." 
"Occupational Outlook Handbook/'. and. ''Job Guide 
for Young Workers ;11 to assist them in the career 
development of Indian youth. 
3) .To develop an understanding and appreciation of the 
Indian. 
4) Elementary, middle schools, and junior high fac::ulty 
have an advisory connnittee consisting of the high 
school principals, vocational teachers, and coun-
selors to assist .these teachers in developing and 
implementing career development programs. 
b. This Task Force Sub-group ·strongly urges teacher educa-
tion institutions to add the requirements: "Princi-
ples of Guidance," "Vocational and Occupational 
Information," and "Career Development" for new teacher 
certification. 
c. Techniques to implement career development in grades 
1-3. 
1) Films 
2) Magazine material 
3) Resource people 
4) Career-oriented textbooks 
5) Posters 
6) Field trips 
7) Role-playing 
8) Educational TV and. games 
9) Physical activity by constructing real models 
10) Career libraries 
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d. Techniques to implement'career development in grades 
4-6. 
1) Career oriented textbooks 
2) Exposure to multi-media learning 
3) Work and hands-on activities 
4) Field trips 
S)·Demonstration of work by teachers and students 
e. Techniques.to.implement career development·at the 
middle school level - grade~ 7-9. 
1) Exploration programs through survey of world of 
construction, manufacturing and the consumer 
2) Provide consultant personnel 
3) Field trips 
f. Adult Indian involvement in education 
1) ABE - Adult Basic Education 
2) Vocational Education 
3) Advisory Board 
4) Home-room mothers 
5) Resource people 
6) Parent r.e-enforcement of .school values 
7) Welcome to school functions 
APPENDIX G 
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE · A 
1. To increase the.enrollment of Indian students in.your.program, 
which technique have you used? 
Personal Recruitment by the Teacher 
Student Refer'ral 
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School Services (counseling, .publications, teacher referral) 
Other 
2. Have you established an Advisory Board for your program? 
Yes No If answer if yes, please list the members. 
3. Have you included Indian r.epresentation from your. community on the 
Advisory Board? 
Yes No If 'answer is yes, please list names 
4. How often does your Advisory Board have meetings? 
Weekly . Monthly Semi-Annually Annually. Other -- -- -.- -- --
5. Have you becom~ acquainted with Indian lead.ers in your· connnunity? 
Yes· No 
6. Please list names .and tribe affiliation 
7. Please list the community civic activities these Indian leaders are 
involved in. 
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8. Is your.Advisory'Board aware of the enrollment·and dropout problems 
of the Indian student? 
Yes No Unsure 
9. Do you attend Advisory Board meetings? 
Yes No 
10~ What are the recommendations of the Advisory Board.concerning 
solution$ to the dropout .and low enrollment problems or Indian 
students in your programs? 
11. If the Indian s.tudents at your school tend to drop out before they 
reach your program, what have you done.to overcome the problem? 
12. Have you made home visits with your Indian students this year? 
Yes No 
If yes, how often __ Weekly __ Monthly _ Other ________ _ 
13. When you make home visits, .with whom do you visit? 
__ Parents __ Grandparents~ Relatives_-_ Other _______ _ 
14. Have the Indian students in your.program provided leadership in 
program activities this year? 
Yes No 
If yes, How---------------------------~ 
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15. Have you modified your instructional techniques for Indian students 
this year? 
16. Are your Indian students aware that you participated in a workshop 
for Indian students? 
17. What action have you taken "this year to: 
a. Increase Indian student enrollment· 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
b. Develop greater holding power for your program for the Indian 
student 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
c. Develop or modify existing vocational-technical programs for 
Indian students in your community 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
d. Involve the Indian communities in the planning and evaluation 
of your program~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
e. Modify presentation techniques to increase positive instruction 
for the Indian students in your program 
~~~~~~~~~~~~-
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE B 
1. To increase the enrollment of Indian students in your program, 
which technique have you used? 
Personal Recruitment by the Teacher 
Student Referral 
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School Services (counseling, publications, teaqher referral) 
Other 
Why_·----------------------------------------------------------~ 
How much done? ~---------------------------------------------------
How effective? ~---------------------------------------------------
Which method .do you like best? ~-----------------------------------
Why not? -----------------------------------------------------------
llO 
2. Have you established an Advisory Board for your program? 
Yes No (If answer is yes, please list the members) 
3. Have you included Indian representation from your community on the 
Advisory Board? 
Yes No If_answer is yes, please list names. 
Why not?------------------------------
How effective? ---------------------------
Which method do you like best? -------------------
4. How often do~~_your Advisory Board have meetings? 
___ Weekly __ Monthly __ Semi-annually __ Annually __ Other 
5. Is your Advisory Board aware of ·the enrollment and dropout problems 
of the ,Indian student? 
Yes No . Unsure 
6. Do you attend Advisory Board meet:ings? 
Yes No 
7. What are the recommendations of the Advisory Board.concerning 
solutions to the.dropout and low enrollment problems of Indian 
students in your program? 
- . 
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8. If the Indian_ students. at your school tend to drop out before. they 
reach your program, what have you done to overcome the problem? 
How effective? __________________________ _ 
9. Have you become~~quainted with Indian leaders in your community? 
Yes No 
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10. Pleas_e list ~Elm_es __ and tribe affiliation 




How much done? -~~----.......... ------------------
How effective? --------------------------
12. Have you mad~. ~0I11e visits with your Indian students ·this year? 
Yes No 
If. yes, how of ten _ Weekly __ Monthly __ Other _______ _ 
Why not?------------------------------
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13. When you make home visits, with whom do you visit? 
__ Parents __ Grandparents __ Relatives __ Other _______ _ 
How effective? ---------------------------
14. Have the Indian students. in your program provided leadership in 
program activi~ies this year? 
Yes No 
If yes, How -----------------------------




15. Are your Indian students aware·that you participated ina workshop 
for Indian students? 
How effective? 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
16. What action have.you taken this year to: 
a. Increase Indian student enrollment? 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 




Which method do. you like best? 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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b. Develop greater holding power fo.r your program for the Indian 
student . ~~~~..,_~..,_..,.......,.....~..,.......,.......,.......,.......,.......,.....~..,.....~~..,.......,.......,.......,.......,.......,.......,.....~ 
How much done? 
~..,.......,.......,.......,.....~..,.......,.......,.....~..,.......,.......,.......,.......,.......,.......,.....~~..,.......,.......,.......,.....~-
How effectivE!? ..,.....~~..,_..,.......,.....~..,.......,.....~..,.......,.......,.......,.......,.......,.......,.....~~..,.......,.....~~~-
Which method do.yo~. like best?..,.......,.......,.......,.......,.......,......,.......,......,.......,.......,.......,.......,.......,.......,.......,..... 
c. Develop or modify existing vocational-technical programs for 





Which method. do. you like. best?----------------
Why· no.t? ___________________________ _ 
d. Involve the Indian communities in the planning and evaluation 
of your . program ------------------------
How much doJ:1~? ------------------"---------
How eff~ctiy~?~------------------------
Which methpd_9,9youlike best? -----------------
Why not?_·---------------------------
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e. Modify presentation techniques to increase positive instruction 
for the Indian students in your program ------------
How effective? 
.. - ... - - .. ------------------------
Which m~th.od. c:lo. you. like .best? _____________ - __ 
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